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Biological Engineering

Abstract

Complex synthetic genetic programs promise unprecedented control over cellular metabolism and
behavior. In this thesis, I describe the design and development of a synthetic genetic program to detect
conditions underlying acetate formation in Escherichia coli. To construct this program, I first developed
sensors that detected and propagated relevant information into genetic circuits. These sensors include a
novel sensor for genotoxic methylation exposure in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and sensors for oxygen,
acetate, and glycolytic flux in E. coli. The methylation sensor served to prototype generalizable tuning
mechanisms and was tuned to a sensitivity and detection threshold useful for several applications,
including the detection of Mel formation in methyl halide transferase-expressing cultures of yeast and
the detection of Mel in soil. The sensors for oxygen and acetate were integrated into a program that can
uniquely detect acetate formation in anaerobic conditions in E. coli. Finally, to validate their use at
higher scales in production strains, the oxygen sensor and two genetic programs were characterized in
10 L fed-batch fermentations. Together, this work demonstrates the characterization of novel genetic
elements, their integration into genetic programs, and the validation of those programs at industrially
relevant scales.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Genetic programs as a means of control

Control of the growth, behavior, and composition of cells, whether they are used as

biosynthetic factories, therapeutics, or crops, is critical to nearly every modern application of

biological systems. Control of a cell culture is typically exerted by sensing a state of interest

(e.g. dissolved oxygen, metabolite accumulation) and then correcting any deviation from the

ideal state by activating a feedback loop that corrects this deviation (Figure 1.1A). Traditionally,

control of cultures has been implemented by external sensing and feedback'. For example, in

fed-batch fermentations, a low oxygen environment would be detected with a dissolved oxygen

probe and corrected by increasing the airflow through the fermenter. However, this mode of

control is limited in various ways (see below). Another promising means of control is internal

control via synthetic genetic programs2 . Developing such synthetic genetic programs is one of

the key aims of synthetic biology and the overarching goal of this thesis work.

Activating feedback by changing cells' external environment is a useful but limited

mechanism of control. The temperature, media, aeration, and composition of a culture can all

be used to affect its growth rate and behavior. However, these mechanisms have several

drawbacks. Because external controllers and sensors typically detect the state of the entire

culture, they are indiscriminate as to the function of individual cells. Thus, although the global

state of the culture can be corrected by external feedback, individual cells may persist or even

be forced outside the desirable range of a critical physiological parameter (Figure 1.1C).

External changes to cells' environment may also cause other undesirable changes in the

organism. For example, changing the temperature of a culture will change the rates of all

enzymes in the cell, not simply those controlling the desired behavior. External changes are

often nonuniform across the culture. For example, changes in aeration will change the

dissolved oxygen content of the culture unevenly, leading to pockets of near-anaerobic

conditions3. Therefore, although it is easy to implement, external control of a cell culture is

limited in its effectiveness.

10



Synthetic genetic programs offer another means of control. A synthetic genetic program

is a change in an organism's DNA "code" that adds to or changes the organism's native

"program". A program can be as simple as an inducible genetic switch or as complex as an

entire genome. The key advantage of a synthetic genetic program as a controller is that it works

at single cell resolution. Because each cell in a culture carries the genetic program, sensing and

feedback are carried out within each cell, independent of the behavior of other cells in the

culture (Figure 1.1B). This means that cells experiencing different conditions due to differences

in the local environment will respond only to their local environment. The net result is that

more cells in the culture can be maintained in the desired cell state (Figure 1.1D). Genetic

programs also offer a potentially limitless repertoire of sensory inputs (See Chapter 1.3). In

comparison, external sensors (e.g. oxygen probes, pH probes) are relatively limited in number

and application. Genetic controllers also offer greater versatility than external controllers.

Because a functioning genetic control program is integrated into the production host, no

expensive hardware changes need to be made if the host is moved into a different process or

production platform. Additionally, if the program is orthogonal (i.e. it uses none of the host's

native resources), then the program itself may be moved in its entirety to another organism.

During such transfers, the program may need to be re-tuned to function optimally, but this is

still a smaller investment than re-tooling the hardware of a production process. Successful

implementation of a synthetic genetic controller may prove external controllers redundant,

lower the capital requirements for productive culturing platforms, reduce process development

costs, and enable improvements in product yield and quality.

In this work, I aim to develop a genetic program that acts as a controller for acetate

production in E. coli. Acetate is a by-product of metabolism that lowers product yields in E. coli

cultures, destabilizes recombinant proteins, and leads to slower growth and biomass

accumulation4 . A genetic controller for acetate production in E. coli would provide a proof of

concept for the advantages of genetic control over external control. If successful, this type of

genetic program would be a valuable new application in biotechnology.
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L Controller Sensor U_ __._ _ _ _
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Time, OD

Figure 1.1: Synthetic genetic programs as internal cell state controllers. Diagrams of external and genetic
control schemes for cell cultures. (A) External controllers implement feedback by sensing and correcting
culture-wide conditions. (B) Genetic controllers sense and correct individual cell states. (C) External
controllers will only activate feedback when the culture average has passed a pre-determined threshold,
beyond which cells are unproductive. As a result, a large fraction of cells experience stresses that reduce
productivity before feedback is activated. (D) Genetic controllers activate feedback when the individual cells
carrying them experience threshold levels of stress. This enables cells to respond individually, which
maintains a greater fraction of the culture in a productive cell state.

1.2 The paradigm of the genetic program

To highlight the essential features of a synthetic genetic program, it is useful to apply

the paradigm of a programmable machine. In this paradigm, the genetic program is composed

of three modules: input, computation, and output (Fig. 1.2)5. The input module, composed of

sensors, determines how the cell reads information from the user or the environment. The

computation module processes the information received from the input module and performs

the programmed calculations. The output module receives the results from the computations

and actuates the feedback and any other desired functions. Together, these modules

encapsulate a program's entire function.

Each module of a synthetic genetic program is ultimately composed of molecules. The

input module is composed of sensor molecules that specifically detect the presence or activity

of a molecule or state of interest and transduce this information downstream to genetic

circuits6,7. These sensor molecules are typically proteins that can either modulate transcription

or propagate post-translational signals (e.g. phosphorylation)8 . They can also be RNA molecules

that regulate transcript stability (e.g. ribozymes)9 . The computational module can be made up

12
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of protein signaling circuits or genetic circuits. Protein signaling circuits can very quickly pass on

post-translational signals in a manner that performs computation10 . In genetic circuits,

transcription factors are used to control gene expression in complex, multi-layered

arrangements that perform computation". These signaling pathways can be abstracted into

digital (Boolean) logic gates, which can be combined to perform complex computation 2 . The

abstraction of digital logic is a useful tool to guide construction and in developing very large

circuits (>20 gates), but can be substituted for more complex analog computation methods at

smaller scales5 ,13 . The output module in a genetic program typically encodes genes or operons

that actuate the desired phenotype of the organism. This output can be as simple as a single

enzyme that adjusts metabolite levels or as complex as a system of operons designed to alter

the development of the cell'14 5. Together, the molecular composition of each of these modules

is critical to the functional characteristics and requirements of the genetic program.

A) Inputs

InA

In B

InC

InDO

Circuitry Outputs

HOutA

EoutB

Oloutc

B) Inputs Circuits Outputs................ ........................................................ %
Metabolic x N C6 1-11206+ 4r+ 4Hr+ 8ATP-+4CH

Pathways Oye IMHT ProductPathways NADH INN 1 j f
IN, 1 -0 SAM2 Substrate Flux

ncWpsa - CoE1.
...... ................. ...................................... % ............................................--

N_ enzyme Nitrogen:

............. ..... ...... ........................ . . .- " .. .

Actae..4ia J .o. rease Acetate

GNolyi Feux fflu

cell Response Glyc Fiux - b

control Oaxygen .Ic O

N-raso pncW ps

Firure 1.2: The Paradigm of a
Genetic Program. (A) A
generalize genetic program,
composed of three modules:
Inputs, Circuitry, and Outputs.
These modules are composed at
their lowest level by molecules
whose interactions define the
detection (Input), computation
(Circuitry), and actuation
(Output) of the encoded
program. (B) Examples of
complex genetic programs that
match the paradigm above.
These examples highlight
applications in the control of
metabolic pathways, refactored
gene clusters, and cell response
control. The sensors presented
in this work are used in all three
of the genetic program designs,
highlighting the potential
importance of these sensors.
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1.3 Sensors enable genetic programs

Our ability to design and build synthetic genetic programs is highly dependent on the

availability of useful sensors. Indeed, the employment of genetic programs today is largely

hampered by the limited availability of sensors for molecules and conditions of interest 6'17.

Sensors are uniquely enabling for several reasons. First, the utility of a genetic program is highly

constrained by its inputs. A genetic program must be able to sense the information relevant to

its function. Second, by expanding the number of molecules or conditions a program can sense,

one can exponentially expand the number of states to which the program can respond. This is

because each sensor can be coupled with others sensors to define a unique condition. So as the

number of sensors in a program grows, the possible number of combinations of sensed states

increases geometrically. Such combinations of sensors feed inputs into the logic gates that

compose the downstream genetic circuitry in the program, enabling ever larger programs to be

built.

Thorough characterization of a sensor is vital to its utility. Like all biological parts, the

most useful sensors are functionally well-characterized, context-independent (i.e. modular),

and orthogona118 . Archetype examples are the lad, araC, and tetR transcription factors, which

have been exquisitely characterized in a number of contexts and show a strong presence in

both the scientific and engineering literature as a direct result 9. Individual, well-characterized

sensors can compose useful genetic programs by themselves. Such programs are typically called

"biosensors" and can be implemented to detect and report a host of environmental toxins20,

valuable chemicals21 , and even explosives22 (see Chapter 2.1). Although the availability of

sensors has recently grown as the result of efforts to curate collections of biological parts23 and

use directed mutagenesis to change the specificity of extant sensors24, there still exists a strong

need for more as the drive to build larger genetic programs grows 25 . Therefore, the expansion

of the repertoire of highly modular and tunable sensors will enable the construction of more

diverse and functional genetic programs and biosensors.

14



1.4 Key sensor characteristics and tuning

Sensors are defined by their input/output "response function." Inherent in this response

function is the sensor's specificity, detection threshold, sensitivity of response, basal leak, and

dynamic range. Specificity dictates exactly which molecules the sensor will respond to. An ideal

sensor is responsive to only a single species of molecule and will show no response to any other

molecules or conditions. The detection threshold of a sensor is the minimal concentration of

this input molecule that can be sensed above background. Good sensors will have detection

thresholds at or below relevant concentrations, as determined by the application. The sensor's

sensitivity is the change in output over the change in input; essentially, it is the slope of the

response function at a given input concentration. Most biological sensors tend to have

sigmoidal response functions. This is primarily due to the fact that most sensors respond in

accordance with a second-order rate law which carries an inherent exponential term.

Cooperative multimerization of the sensor molecules adds to this effect. The basal leak (i.e.

background) is the output activity of the sensor when no input molecule is present. A good

sensor will have almost no basal leak. Directly related to the basal leak is the sensor's dynamic

range, defined as the difference between the sensor's lowest OFF state and highest ON state. A

high basal leak usually lowers the dynamic range. Although the maximal attainable dynamic

range is often desirable, in practice a 10-fold dynamic range is sufficient to connect a sensor to

downstream genetic circuitry. The highest ON state of a sensor is set by a number of factors,

including the sensor protein's binding affinity to its target output domains and the highest

metabolic burden the cell can withstand from the production of the sensor's output molecules.

Many of a sensor's key characteristics can be tuned, either rationally or via selection for

the desired specification following mutagenesis. The specificity of a sensor can be altered by

mutagenesis of the recognition site. For example, the specificities of araC, xylR, and nahR have

been altered to an impressive range of alternate molecules while maintaining the sensors'

ability to modulate transcription26. A sensor's detection threshold can be similarly improved by

mutating the active site for greater affinity to the molecule of interest. Because a sensor's

response is often dependent on a second-order rate law, simply increasing the concentration of

the sensor by increasing its expression can improve its detection threshold. The sensitivity of a

15



sensor's response is more difficult to tune due to the inherent nature of the molecule. Sensors

that form multimeric complexes prior to activation tend to have sharper responses (i.e. larger

Hill coefficients). Sensors that autoactivate also show sharper responses. By removing

autoactivation or abolishing multimers by mutation, one can therefore attenuate the sharpness

of the sensor's response. The basal leak of a genetic sensor can be tuned down by weakening

its cognate promoter. The sensor can also be expressed at lower levels to minimize promoter

binding while in its OFF state. The dynamic range of a sensor is most easily changed by

modulating the strength of the cognate promoter or ribosome binding site (RBS) driving the

output. How tractable a sensor will be to these efforts at tuning is always dependent on the

molecule and its mechanism of activation, making it difficult to predict how effective a given

strategy will be.

Additional network architectures can impact sensor performance. Positive feedback in
27transcriptional regulation has been shown to result in a more ultrasensitive, digital response .

An ultrasensitive response could be replicated in yeast by either building such a loop or through
28,29the inclusion of interactions that sequester the regulator . On the other hand, to engineer a

more linear, faster, or pulsed response in the sensor, one could implement negative genetic

feedback 30,31 ,32 . More complex architectures, such as feed-forward loops, can also be used to

engineer complex dynamics and robustness to noise3 3,3 4 . Also useful for sensing systems would

be the engineering of "scale-free sensing," a characteristic of some complex networks that

enables those networks to detect changes in the environment regardless of the level of the

background signal 35 ,36. Clearly, many modes of action are open for the engineering of sensors to

altered dynamics and specifications.

Currently, new sensors are best discovered by searching the scientific literature for well-

characterized modules with activities of interest. Minimally, the sensor protein, its ligand, and

its cognate operator sequence and their functional relationships must be identified. Any further

characterization is useful, because it will usually aid in narrowing the parameters in which the

sensor functions. Recently, high-throughput approaches have been used to purify and

characterize individual transcription factors and their operators37. Transferring sensors between

organisms can also be fruitful. Many naturally-occurring protein sensors are highly modular,
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meaning that their function is preserved independent of context and host environment. Such

modular protein sensors can be used successfully in different organisms or be fused to other

proteins that can transduce their function to downstream circuitry38. One successful approach

has been to fuse heterologous sensor domains with DNA binding capacity to transcriptional

regulators such as the Gal4 activation domain, which upregulates transcription when it is

localized to the yeast Cyci promoter. When activated, the heterologous sensor will bind to its

DNA operator, which has been located immediately upstream of a promoter sensitive to the

native regulator. Such fused activator proteins have enabled various sensory applications such

as redox sensing in mammalian cells 39 and bacterial one-hybrid assays40. The advancement of

construction and screening technologies as well as our ability to engineer proteins will further

enable the discovery and tuning of valuable sensors.

Currently, there is a lack of sensors that can detect conditions that are of great interest

to industrial systems. Parameters such as dissolved oxygen, acetate accumulation, cytoplasmic

redox state, toxic product accumulation, and the lack of important metabolites can negatively

affect the viability of the culture and final yield of the desired product 4' 42 43 . If genetic

programs are to be built for industrial systems, sensors for these conditions need to be

developed.

To enable the design and construction of genetic programs for industrial applications, I

have characterized several sensors, integrated them into prototype circuitry, and tested some

of these sensors and circuits in industrial fed-batch fermentations. These sensors detect the

accumulation of methyl halides and changes in dissolved oxygen, acetate, and glycolytic flux in

Escherichia coli. In the following chapters, I detail the design, construction, and testing of these

sensors and circuits that integrate them. Chapter 2 expounds the characterization of a sensor

for strong methylating compounds and its transfer into Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Chapter 3

details the discovery and tuning of sensors for oxygen, acetate, and glycolytic flux and the

integration of the oxygen and acetate sensors into a functioning AND gate. In Chapter 4, I test

the oxygen sensors and several prototype genetic programs in industrial conditions. Chapter 5

draws conclusions from this work, highlights lessons learned, and attempts to guide future

efforts.
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2. An engineered genetic sensor for strong methylating compounds

in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

2.1 Abstract

Methylating chemicals are common in industry and agriculture and are often toxic partly

due to their propensity to methylate DNA. The Escherichia coli Ada protein detects methylating

compounds by sensing aberrant methyl adducts on the phosphotriester backbone of DNA. We

characterized this system as a genetic sensor and engineered it to lower detection thresholds.

By overexpressing Ada from a plasmid, we improved the sensor's dynamic range to 440-fold

induction and lowered its detection threshold to 39 pM for methyl iodide. In eukaryotes, there

is no known sensor of methyl adducts on the phosphotriester backbone of DNA. By fusing the

N-terminal domain of Ada to the Gal4 transcriptional activation domain, we built a functional

sensor for methyl phosphotriester adducts in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This sensor could be

tuned to variable specifications by altering the expression level of the chimeric sensor and

changing the number of Ada operators upstream of the Gal4-sensitive reporter promoter.

These changes resulted in a detection threshold of 28 pM and 5.3-fold induction in response to

methyl iodide. When the yeast sensor was exposed to different SN1 and SN 2 alkylating

compounds, its response profile was similar to that observed for the native Ada protein in E.

coli, indicating that its native function was retained in yeast. Finally, we showed that the

specifications achieved for the yeast sensor were suitable for detecting methylating compounds

at relevant concentrations in environmental samples. This work demonstrates the movement

of a sensor from a prokaryotic to eukaryotic system and its rational tuning to achieve a desired

response.

2.2 Introduction

A transcriptional genetic sensor is a unit of DNA that contains all of the necessary parts

to convert an input stimulus to the up- or down-regulation of a promoter 44' 45. Following this

paradigm, the output promoter of a sensor can be used as the input promoter of a genetic
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circuit, which can implement signal-processing functions. Genetic sensors have been

constructed that respond to many environmental signals, including light4 6'47, temperature48' 49,

gasesso'5s, toxins (e.g., arsenic)5 2,5 3, and chemicals (e.g., industrial products, pollutants or

explosives)5 4,s5 ,56 ,5 7. Many of these sensors are based on the transfer of parts (functional

genetic elements) from one organism to another; for example, moving a TNT sensor from E. coli

to Arabidopsis56, an artificial quorum sensing system made of Arabidopsis parts transferred to

yeasts8, light sensors from cyanobacteria and plants to E. coli and mammalian cells 4 6'5 9, and a

redox sensor from Streptomyces to mammalian cells60 . Such transfers often require sensor re-

engineering and the substitution of parts to make the sensor functional in the new host.

Different applications require different performance specifications of a genetic sensor,

which can be achieved by tuning the response function of the sensor. The response function is

defined by how the sensor output (promoter transcription) changes as a function of the input

stimulus. The shape of this function captures the responsiveness of the sensor to the input and

provides information that aids its connection to a downstream circuit6 1,62 . There are several

descriptors of the response function that are particularly useful: the basal activity,

cooperativity, dynamic range, detection threshold (lowest input concentration sensed above

background), and sensitivity (the slope during the transition)63 . Additionally, it is useful to be

able to change the selectivity of the sensor to a particular stimulus to understand how it will

respond in a mixture or complex environmental context. Various approaches, including directed

evolution, have been applied to alter the properties of genetic sensors64' 65. Synthetic biology

has also developed "tuning knobs" to control transcription and translation that could be applied

to altering sensor response 66'67,6,69,70.

Here, we designed and characterized a sensor of methylating compounds, transferred it

from E. coli to yeast, and tuned its response characteristics. Methylating agents are relevant to

human health because they can induce the aberrant methylation of DNA, which can lead to

mutations, misregulation, and ultimately disease. Many methylating agents leave methyl

phosphotriester (PTE) adducts on DNA. These adducts are very stable, long-lasting moieties in

eukaryotic cells due to their innocuous nature and resistance to DNA repair . Because of their

stability, methyl PTE adducts have been proposed as a biomarker for cumulative genotoxic
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exposure'. Methylating agents that generate these adducts are common in industrial and

agricultural processes and often produce other more damaging DNA lesions. For example,

phenyl glycidyl ether (PGE) and N-dimethylnitrosamine (NDMN) are used in the manufacture of

paint, resin and rubber 74,75. Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) is a common alkylating agent used in kiloton

quantities in a variety of industries76. Methylnitronitrosoguanidine (MNNG) and methyl

methanesulfonate (MMS) are used in laboratories to study DNA damage and repair. Methyl

halides such as methyl chloride and methyl iodide (Mel) are methylating agents that are being

controversially used as soil fumigants and intermediates to various chemical processes,

including silicon rubber production78' 79. All of these agents methylate the bases of DNA 103. Due

to the ubiquity and potency of genotoxic methylating agents, a sensor for DNA methylation

damage could be a tool for environmental biosensing or a diagnostic system for long-term

genotoxic exposure.

Escherichia coli has an adaptive response to methylating agents. They are sensed via the

Ada protein, which is either directly methylated by SN2 methylating agents or indirectly by SNi

methylating agents via methyl PTE DNA adducts80'8 '82,83. Ada moves along DNA, detects, and

then transfers a single DNA Sp methyl PTE adduct onto its Cys38 residue (Figure 3A). The

methylation of Ada's Cys38 residue activates Ada as a transcription factor. Ada then

upregulates transcription of various DNA repair proteins, including its own ada gene. This

positive feedback loop turns the very low basal expression of Ada into a strong, sustained

response to the exposure of genotoxic methylating agents4 . Ada has been used as a sensor for

DNA methylation toxicity of genotoxic compounds to complement the Ames test, the gold
85standard for assaying mutagenicity of a compound

No comparable, specific sensor of DNA methyl PTEs is known in eukaryotes. To develop

such a sensor in eukaryotes, we fused the N-terminal domain of Ada (N-Ada) to the Gal4 trans-

activation domain. The Gal4 domain, taken from yeast, is functional in a broad range of hosts,

including yeast, flies, plants, and human cells8 6'87'88 . We demonstrate that the resulting Gal4-N-

Ada fusion protein acted as a specific and strong sensor of methylating compounds in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We show that the sensor retains Ada's characteristic specificity for

methylating compounds and the resulting DNA methyl PTE adducts in S. cerevisiae. To
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demonstrate tuning the S. cerevisiae sensor to different specifications, we changed the

detection threshold of the sensor by changing expression of the sensor protein and changed its

sensitivity by altering the number of operators in the promoter driving the reporter. Finally, we

demonstrated the utility of the tuned S. cerevisiae sensor to detect Mel in culture and in a

complex soil sample.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Strains and Media.

Cloning was performed in E. coli DH10B and plasmids were transformed into E. coli

MG1655 or E. coli MG1655Aada for measurement. E. coli transfer function assays were

performed in 1 ml of supplemented M9 media, containing 0.2% casamino acids (BD, Cat.

#228820), 1 mM thiamine HCI (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# T4625), and antibiotics. The E. coli

MG1655Aada strain was made by deleting the ada CDS (2307363..2308427) from the E. coli

MG1655 chromosome using the technique of Datsenko and Wanner.89 To maintain plasmids in

E. coli, we used antibiotic concentrations of 100 pg/ml for kanamycin and 100 pg/ml for

spectinomycin. For all yeast experiments, we used S. cerevisiae strain S0992 (W303-derived,

TRP1, LEU2, URA3, HIS3, ADE2 cani (s2)). Yeast sensor strains were made by integrating the

Gal4-N-Ada expression cassette (contained in pFM49) and the EGFP reporter cassette

(contained in pJAC92, pJAC93, pJAC98) into the HIS3 and TRP1 loci, respectively. Yeast sensors

were grown on standard dextrose (SD) complete media (Difco) for transfer function and soil

detection assays. Yeast strains were grown in SD-Ura media for MHT experiments to maintain

the MHT plasmids.

2.3.2 Plasmid Construction.

All plasmids were constructed using the Chew-Back, Anneal, and Repair (Gibson)

reaction. 90 The E. coli Ada sensor reporter plasmid pFM45 was derived from pSB3K3 91,92 and

contained the native ada promoter (-46 to +36) driving GFPmut3b fluorescent protein 93, a p15A

origin of replication, and a kanamycin resistance marker. Plasmid pFM141 contains ada
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downstream of the PBAD promoter and medium strength RBS (B0032) as well as the araC gene, a

spectinomycin resistance marker, and the incW origin of replication. Plasmid pFM49 was

derived from the shuttle vector pNH603 (derived from pRS303) and contained promoter PAdh1

driving Gal4-N-Ada fusion expression as well as HIS3 homology regions flanking the Gal4-N-Ada

expression cassette, the E. coli colEl origin of replication, and an ampicillin resistance marker.

The Gal4-N-Ada sequence in pFM49 is a fusion of the Gal4 activation domain (amino acids 768-

881), an intervening GSGSGSGS linker, and the N-terminal domain of Ada (amino acids 1-180).

Yeast sensor reporter cassette plasmids pJAC92, pJAC93, and pJAC98 were derived from the

pNH604 vector and contained 1, 3, and 8 Ada operator sequences (AAATTAAAGCGCAA;

consensus underlined) 94, respectively, upstream of a Pcycl promoter driving yeast-optimized

enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) 95. Ada operator repeats were generated by

iteratively cutting and ligating two annealed, 5'-phosphorylated oligos (5'-

GGCCCGAAAAATTAAAGCGCAAGATGC-3' and 5'-GGCCGCATCTTGCGCTTTAATTTTTCG-3') into

pJAC92 with enzyme PspOMI. The PspOMI site is fully re-constituted on the 5' end of the

double stranded oligo, but broken on the 3' end such that iterative insertion of the oligo then

re-digestion with PspOMI allows expansion of the number of operators. Plasmids pFM49 and

pJAC92/pJAC93/pJAC98 were transformed into S. cerevisiae S0992 using a standard lithium

acetate technique and their flanked expression cassettes were integrated into the HIS3 and

TRP1 loci, respectively.96

2.3.3 Preparation of alkylating agents.

Alkylating agents used for induction included methyl iodide (Mel; Sigma-Aldrich

#289566), methyl methanesulfonate (MMS; Aldrich #129925), ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS;

Sigma M0880), dimethyl sulfate (DMS; Sigma-Aldrich #D186309), and 1-methyl-3-nitro-1-

nitrosoguanidine (MNNG; Aldrich #129941). MNNG was dissolved in DMSO. When sensor

cultures were exposed to DMSO alone, no induction of fluorescence was observed (data not

shown). To make accurate dilutions of Mel, it was important to first make a 1:100 water

dilution of pure Mel in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and then vortex the solution several times over

five minutes to thoroughly dissolve the Mel before adding it to the 96-well plate. Higher
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concentrations of Mel required direct addition of Mel to the cultures, which must be done

quickly and carefully given the compound's volatility.

2.3.4 E. coli response function assays.

These assays were performed in 96-well plates (PlateOne #1896-2000). Triplicate

cultures of E. coli MG1655 carrying plasmids were grown overnight (~18 hrs) in 3 ml of

supplemented M9 media plus antibiotics and were diluted back 1:100 into 1 ml of media into

the wells of the 96-well plate. The plate was covered with a breathable membrane (USA

Scientific #9123-6100). Cultures were grown for 3 hours at 37*C while shaken at 900 RPM in a

plate incubator in a fume hood until early exponential phase (OD 600 = 0.2) and were then

induced. For induction, 50x solutions of alkylating agents were first prepared in wells of a 96-

well plate, so that a 12-channel pipette could be used to pipette 20 Pl of the 50x solution in

parallel into the rows of the 96-well culture plate. After alkylating agents were added, the 96-

well plate was covered with an airtight sealing mat (Genesee Scientific #22-517) to prevent

excessive evaporation of the alkylating agents. Once induced, cells were grown for 3 hours as

described above. Cells were collected by pipetting 2 pl of each culture into 200 pl of cold

phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7) and 2 mg/ml kanamycin (to stop translation) in a 96-well

cytometry plate (Costar #3363). These samples were then analyzed by cytometry as described.

2.3.5 S. cerevisiae response function assays.

S. cerevisiae transfer function assays were carried out similarly to E. coli assays in 1 ml

cultures in 96-well plates. Triplicate cultures of S. cerevisiae were grown overnight in Standard

Dextrose (SD) media on a rotator (New Brunswick TC7) at 80 RPM at 30 0C. The next day,

cultures were diluted back 1/100 in SD, and grown to OD600 of 0.04 on a shaker (Eppendorf

MixMate) at 800 RPM. Methylating agents were added to the cultures as described above and

growth was continued for an additional 3 hours. Cells were collected by adding 10 p of culture

to 200 pl of cold PBS and 5 pg/ml cyclohexamide (Sigma C1988) to arrest translation in 96-well

plates. These samples were then analyzed by cytometry as described.
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2.3.6 Cytometry and data analysis.

Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry on a BD LSRII using a 488 nm laser and 510/20

nm band pass filter to collect GFP and EGFP fluorescence. Samples of up to 40 pI of cells in cold

PBS were analyzed at a flow rate of 0.5 pl/s until 50,000 gated counts were collected. FSC-H and

SSC-H thresholds were set to exclude background events. For accurate, reproducible

fluorescence measurements, it was critical that cells were diluted at least 100-fold (OD 600<0.04)

so the event rate was low enough for individual cells to be measured. Data was analyzed using

FlowJo software (Treestar). The cell populations were gated by time and forward/side scatter to

exclude read-through from previous wells and residual background events. The final analyzed

populations included >90% of collected events. The geometric mean of the fluorescence

histogram of each gated population was calculated and is reported here as the fluorescence

value of a sample in arbitrary units (au). Modeling the transfer functions to the Hill equation for

all data sets was done in Matlab using the fitHillCoeffs function. Fit data sets excluded data

points where cells experienced toxicity.

2.3.7 Detection of Mel production by MHTs.

The S. cerevisiae P8x.cyclIPAdhl sensor strain was transformed with the methyl halide

transferase (MHT) expression plasmids previously described (Bayer et al. 2009). Plasmids

expressing MHT's from the following organisms were tested: Batis maritima, Burkholderia

pseudomallei, Burkholderia xenovorans, Vitis vinifera, Burkholderia thailandensis, Brassica rapa,

and Oryza sativa. Transformants were grown overnight in 2 ml SD-Ura selective media to retain

the MHT plasmids. The following day, cultures were added to 100 ml of fresh SD-Ura and grown

for 24 hours. Cultures were centrifuged to pellet the cells, then resuspended in 8 ml YPD (final

OD600 = 50) and 1 ml of 1 M Nal as a source of iodide. Cells were grown for 1 hour in 14 ml

Falcon tubes (Becton Dickinson #35209) sealed with Septa Seal rubber stoppers (Sigma

#124605). Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was conducted using a model 6850

Series 11 Network GC system and model 5973 Network mass-selective system (Agilent). GC-MS

measurements were done as previously described 09, except for the following changes: the

oven temperature was set at 55 0C and increased to 70*C over a period of 9 minutes so as to
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process all samples, including the standard curve, in one run. Samples were injected 30s apart

so that their Mel GC peaks were clearly separated and identifiable with respect to the air peak.

A sample of the remaining cells was diluted 1:1000 in SD media and grown for an additional 3

hours before being assayed for fluorescence by cytometry as described.

2.3.8 Detection of Mel contamination in soil samples.

Garden soil (Scotts, #72251750) was added to the 1 ml fill line (~230 mg) in a 1.5 ml

Eppendorf tube. Then, 800 pl of distilled water was added to the soil and the sample was briefly

vortexed. To half the samples, Mel was added to a final concentration of 0.6 mM with respect

to the water, simulating the amount added to the soil in agriculture. No Mel was added to

control samples. After addition of water and Mel, all samples were vortexed for 20 seconds and

then placed in a dark fume hood at room temperature (20'C). Half the sample tubes were left

closed and the other half open. Contaminated and uncontaminated control soil samples were

set up 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 24 hours prior to processing. Processing was done as follows: all tubes

were closed, the tubes were tapped to bring the soil sample to the top, and a hot 26 gauge

needle was used to pierce the bottom of the sample tubes. Pierced tubes were then placed in

1.5 ml Eppendorf collection tubes and centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for 15 s. This served to

separate the majority of the liquid fraction from the soil. Samples were then centrifuged further

in closed caps for 5 min at 13,500 RPM, after which 400 p of liquid was removed, taking care to

avoid picking up solid material with the pipette. This supernatant was then diluted 1:10 in

water and 40 pl of this dilution was added to 1 ml cultures of S. cerevisiae P8x.cycl I Adh reporter

cells in a 96-well plate in triplicate. The cells were shaken at 800 RPM at 30*C for 3 hrs and then

measured by flow cytometry as described.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Construction of a methylation sensor in E. coli

The native E. coli ada promoter was used to measure the sensor response to

methylating compounds. The ada promoter region, which includes a single Ada operator
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upstream of the -45 site, was transcriptionally fused to a green fluorescent protein (GFP)

reporter on a p15A plasmid backbone (Figure 2.1A). In the first design, Ada is expressed from its

native locus in the E. coli MG1655 genome. When uninduced, it has been estimated that there

are 2-4 Ada proteins per cel197. Upon induction with Mel, this sensor shows a strong 250-fold

activation and detection threshold of 100 pM Mel (Table 2.1; Figure 2.1B). Near the switch

point of the response function, the population of cells exhibits a bimodal distribution of

fluorescence (Figure 2.1B, Figure A.1). This is characteristic of positive feedback loops, as in the

case of the native autoregulatory control of Ada expression.

A challenge in the design of genetic sensors is the tuning of their detection threshold to

respond to different target levels of stimulus. To this end, we sought to lower the detection

threshold of the Ada sensor to respond to lower concentrations of Mel. This was achieved by

increasing the expression level of the Ada protein. A plasmid was constructed in which the ada

gene was placed under control of the arabinose-inducible PBAD promoter on a low-copy incW

origin plasmid. Even in the absence of inducer, the basal expression of Ada from PBAD lowered

the detection threshold of the sensor and increased its dynamic range (Table 2.1; Figure 2.1C).

When the Ada concentration was further increased via arabinose induction, the detection

threshold decreased from 100 pM to 6 tM. At intermediate levels of Ada, the OFF state of the

sensor stayed at a constant level. However, when Ada was maximally expressed from PBAD (10

mM arabinose) the basal activity of the OFF state increased significantly, which attenuates the

dynamic range of the sensor. If you have read this far, the author is impressed and will buy you

a beer if you mention this.
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The impact of knocking out the native ada gene on the sensor was investigated. This

knockout eliminated the positive feedback loop. As expected, the sensor was non-responsive to

Mel when ada is knocked out (Figure 2.1D). This response was rescued when Ada was

expressed from PBAD. The detection threshold of the sensor was similar to when Ada was

genomically expressed. However, the response function was impacted in several ways that are

consistent with the disruption of a positive feedback loop98 . First, the cooperativity of the

response function decreased significantly (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1), making the sensor less

sensitive to changes in Mel near the threshold. Second, the highest ON state of the sensor

depended more on the level of Ada expression, increasing by 10.7-fold from zero to full

induction of Ada. The bimodality of the response was also disrupted, which diminished the

variability in the population near the switch point (Figure A.1). These are frequently desirable

properties because the analog behavior, broad induction range, and cell uniformity are useful

for creating quantitative assays".
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Figure 2.1: Mechanism and activity
of E. coil methylation sensor.
Diagram of the E. coli methylation
sensors (A). The sensor detects
methylating compounds and output a
transcriptional signal to GFP. (B) The
histogram shows the induction of E.
coli MG1655 carrying the plasmid
pFM45. The line colors correspond to
different concentrations of Mel: 0
(light blue), 98 iM (dark blue), 244

lM (violet), 610 pM (pink), and 3.82
mM (red). Response functions of the
methylation sensor are shown in (C)
E. coli MG1655 and (D) E. coli
MG1655Aada. Solid lines are strains
expressing inducible Ada from
plasmid pFM141 with variable
amounts of arabinose: 0 mM (circles),
1 mM (triangles), and 10 mM
(diamonds). E. coli containing only
the reporter plasmid pFM45 is shown
for comparison (squares, dashed
line).



Table 2.1: Performance of E. coli methylation sensors in response to Mel.

Organism Sensor Arabinose Detection Sensitivitye Basal Dynamic Cooper-
(mM) Threshold (au/ pM) Activity Range ativity'

(pM) (% max) (fold-change)
E. coli ab 0 100 2.8 0.06 260 2.3

a,c 0 40 11.8 0 440 3.2
a,c 1 16 12.2 0.07 350 2.4
a,c 10 6 14.3 2.1 50 1.5
a,c,d 0 40 0.46 0.03 40 1.5
a,c,d 1 16 2.2 0.14 160 1.3
a,c,d 10 6 11.6 2.1 40 1.3

a. E. coli MG1655 containing pFM45
b. E. coli MG1655 expressing sensor protein from native locus on genome
c. E. coli MG1655 expressing sensor protein from PBad promoter on pFM141
d. E. coli MG1655 containing the Aada mutation
e. Sensitivity is the dynamic range divided by difference in inducer concentration at the detection threshold and
the maximum output.
f. Cooperativity is reported as the Hill coefficient in the fit equations detailed in the SI.

2.4.2 Construction of a methylation sensor in S. cerevisiae

To move the Ada sensor into yeast, we built a chimeric protein that contains the N-

terminal domain of Ada (N-Ada, residues 1 to 180) fused to the Gal4 trans-activator (Figure

2.2A). N-Ada is the site of DNA binding and methyltransferase activity and is necessary and

sufficient to induce the adaptive response in E. coli83. The Gal4 trans-activation domain is a

native yeast protein that upregulates transcription when localized to the Pcycl promoter'0 0. We

modified the Pcyci promoter to include 8 Ada operators (Psx.cycj) and placed it upstream of an

enhanced GFP (EGFP) reporter (Figure 2.2A). The strong, constitutive PAdh1 promoter was placed

upstream of the Gal4-N-Ada chimera. A S. cerevisiae strain was built based on the completed

sensor (P8x.cyc1IPAdhj) by integrating the PAdhl-driven Gal4-N-Ada expression cassette and the

Psx.cyc,-driven EGFP reporter cassette into the genome.

Exposure of this strain to methylating agents leads to upregulation of the EGFP reporter.

The completed yeast sensor P8x.cycIPAdhl showed a maximal 5.3-fold induction of the EGFP

reporter following exposure to Mel (Figure 2.2B). The population's fluorescence changed

gradually with the concentration of Mel and no bimodality in the population's fluorescence

distribution was observed (Figure A.2). Additionally, the response function was more linear

than the native system in E. coli (Table 2.2). Both of these observations are consistent with the
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response observed when the positive feedback loop

A.1). The detection threshold of this yeast sensor to

uninduced E. coli sensors (Table 2.2).
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in E. coli is disrupted (Figures 2.2D and

Mel is 28 pM, which is lower than the

Figure 2.2: Mechanism and activity of E.
coil and S. cerevisiae methylation sensors.
(A) Diagram of the S. cerevisiae methylation
sensor. (B) The histogram shows the
induction of S. cerevisiae carrying the
P8x.Cyc1P Adh1 methylation sensor. The line
colors correspond to different
concentrations of Mel: 0 (light blue), 148
uM (dark blue), 783 uM (violet), 9.53 mM
(red). (C) Response functions of the
methylation sensor in S. cerevisiae with
variable number of operators upstream of
the reporter promoter. Yeast sensor strains
with promoter Pox.cyc1 (circles), Plx.cyc1
(triangles), P3x.cycl (diamonds), and P8x.cycl

(squares) contain corresponding numbers of
Ada operators upstream of reporter
promoter Pcycl. (D) Response functions of
the methylation sensor in S. cerevisiae with
Gal4-N-Ada expression driven by either the
strong promoter PAdh1 (black squares) or the
weaker promoter Pcyc1 (grey squares).

In building the sensor, variations of the Pcyci promoter containing different numbers of

Ada operators were tested (Figures 2.2C and A.2). The level of expression from a Gal4-driven

promoter is a function of how many GaI4-containing proteins are recruited to the promoter.

Therefore, increasing the number of operators upstream of the target promoter can tune the

response of the sensor 0 1. Variations of the Pcyci promoter containing 0, 1, 3, and 8 copies of

the Ada operator were built. The presence of a single operator upstream of Pcyci was sufficient

to upregulate transcription from the promoter, even in the uninduced state (Figure 2.2D). As

expected, both the ON state and dynamic range increased as more operators are included in

the promoter. Although the detection threshold of the sensor did not change with the number

of operators in the Pcycl promoter, the sensitivity of the sensor increased (Table 2.2). The

dynamic range of the sensor also increased with the number of operators, but saturates after 3.

A slight increase in the switch cooperativity was observed as the number of operators is

increased (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Performance of S. cerevisiae methylation sensors in response to Mel.

Organism Sensor #Operatorsc Detection Sensitivityd Basal Dynamic Cooper-
Threshold (au/lpM) Activity Range ativitye

(IM) (% max) (fold-change)
S. cerevisiae a 1 28 0.83 25 3.1 1.4
(S0992) a 3 28 0.51 36 5.2 1.5

a 8 28 0.88 20 5.3 1.6
b 8 340 0.99 20 4.4 1.8

a. Contains PAdh1 driving the expression of Gal4-N-Ada
b. Contains Pcyci driving the expression of Gal4-N-Ada
c. Operators in the Pcyci promoter driving EGFP
d. Sensitivity is the dynamic range divided by difference in inducer concentration at the detection threshold and
the maximum output.
e. Cooperativity is reported as the Hill coefficient in the fit equations detailed in the SI.

The impact of varying the expression level of Gal4-N-Ada was also tested. The sensor

uses a constitutive promoter to drive the expression of Gal4-N-Ada. When the PAdhi promoter

is used the detection threshold is 28 pM Mel independent of the number of operators. We

hypothesized that, similar to the Ada sensor in E. coli, the detection threshold was dependent

on the level of Gal4-N-Ada expression. To test this, we replaced PAdh1 with the 20 to 100-fold

weaker Pcyci promoter 102. This replacement resulted in a 10-fold higher detection threshold of

340 pM (Figure 2.2D). Notably, this change in the threshold did not affect the magnitude of the

ON or OFF states.

2.4.3 The Gal4-N-Ada sensor senses and removes methyl PTE adducts from DNA

To test whether the Gal4-N-Ada sensor retained its native activity following species

transfer, both the E. coli and yeast methylation sensors were exposed to a panel of different

SN1 and SN2 alkylating agents. SN1 and SN2 agents react via different mechanisms and have

different affinities for methylating DNA103 . The specificity of the yeast methylation sensor's

response to these agents was expected to be comparable to the E. coli sensor.

SN1 agents, such as MNNG, are known to promiscuously methylate the phosphodiester

backbone of DNA and have not been observed to methylate Ada directly83. In nature,

nitrosoamines similar to MNNG are produced via endogenous chemistry and are thought to be

the source of naturally occurring DNA methyl PTE adducts7 3 . As such, MNNG is highly toxic to

both organisms (Figure A.4). The E. coli and yeast sensors both responded strongly to MNNG,
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showing the lowest observed detection thresholds (Figure 2.3A, Table 2.3). Because MNNG is

only known to activate Ada indirectly through methylation of DNA, this supports the hypothesis

that Gal4-N-Ada is detecting and removing methyl adducts from the DNA phosphodiester

backbone. Interestingly, the E. coli sensor is less cooperative in its response to MNNG as

compared to Mel and other SN2 compounds (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Performance of the methylation sensors to different agents.
Detection Threshold Dynamic range Cooperativityc

(pIM) (fold-change)

Organism MMS DMS MNNG MMS DMS MNNG MMS DMS MNNG
E. coli" 783 340 1 214 37 140 3.0 2.7 1.3
S. cerevisiae 28 2 2 6 6 4 1.4 2.0 1.4
a. E. coli MG1655 containing pFM45
b. S. cerevisiae containing P8x.cyc1 and PAdhi driving the expression of Gal4-N-Ada
c. Cooperativity is reported as the Hill coefficient in the fit equations detailed in the SI.

SN2 agents such as Mel, MMS, and DMS readily activate Ada in E. coli (Figures 2.3 and

A.3). Though these agents have not been observed to attack the phosphodiester backbone10 4 of

DNA, Mel has been observed to methylate Ada directly in vitro 0 . It is not known to what extent

SN2 agents activate Ada directly or indirectly via scant DNA phosphodiester methylation. The

yeast sensor responded to all of the SN2 methylation agents. Compared to the E. coli sensor, it

responded to MMS and DMS with a lower detection threshold and a more graded, less

cooperative response (Table 2.3). DMS can donate two methyl groups and is more toxic than

MMS (Figure A.4). Both sensors detected DMS at lower concentrations than MMS (Table 2.3).

Ada is also sensitive to the size of the alkyl group of PTE adducts on the DNA backbone.

Larger alkyl groups sterically hinder the mechanism of detection and activate Ada poorly1 0 ,106.

EMS, an analogue of MMS that donates a larger ethyl group, was added to the E. coli and yeast

sensors to test for the retention of this specificity. As expected, neither sensor responded to

EMS (Figure 2.3D). The fact that the yeast sensor responded to the same range of alkylating

agents as the native E. coli sensor suggests that the Gal4-N-Ada sensor retains much of its

native activity in yeast, including its ability to detect and remove methyl PTE adducts on DNA.
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Figure 2.3: Response of the methylation sensors to SN1 and SN2 alkylating agents. E. coli MG1655 carrying
plasmid pFM45 and S. cerevisiae sensor P8x.cyc1 I PAdhl were exposed to: (A) methylnitronitrosoguanidine
(MNNG), (B) methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), (C) dimethyl sulfate (DMS), and (D) ethyl methanesulfonate

(EMS). E. coli (orange circles) and S. cerevisiae (blue squares) data correspond to the left and right axes,

respectively. Insets are the structures of the respective alkylating agents, with the donated alkyl group
highlighted in red. Blue and orange shaded regions indicate concentrations of alkylating agent higher than the
LD 50 for S. cerevisiae and E. coli, respectively. The S. cerevisiae curve is scaled so that the highest and lowest

values of the E. coli and S. cerevisiae curves are aligned for easier comparison. Toxicity of EMS was not

measured. Error bars are one standard deviation from three independent experiments performed on different

days.

2.4.4 Biosensing applications

Cell-based sensors have been used as a tool to screen libraries of mutant enzymes and

pathways for increased activity or titer10'' 108. Because of their methylation propensity, methyl

halides are useful reaction intermediates used in industry, the largest product being silicone

rubber. Our lab previously engineered E. coli and S. cerevisiae to produce methyl halides by

introducing a methyl halide transferase (MHT) gene109. Screening for MHT activity is tedious

and low throughput because it is based on a GC-MS assay. Different MHT enzymes have been

shown to produce 0.3 - 1.3 mM Mel / hr. Because this range is consistent with the thresholds

obtained for the genetic methylation sensors, it is possible to use them as a cell-based screen.
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We designed experiments to determine if the methylation sensor could respond to Mel

produced in yeast and whether the linear range is sufficient to distinguish enzymes of different

activity. For this experiment, the S. cerevisiae P8x.cycf1 PAdh1 sensor strain was transformed with

plasmids encoding a set of 7 MHT homologues (Figure 2.4A). Each strain was then grown to

high density and Mel production was induced by adding Nal (Methods). The cells were grown

for 1 hour, after which each culture was analyzed by cytometry and the Mel titer was measured

by analyzing the headspace using GC-MS. The sensor output correlated with the activities

produced by the different MHT homologues and saturated at high titers (Figure 2.4A).

Another potential application for the genetic sensor is as a biosensor for environmental

samples. In particular, methyl bromide and methyl iodide are used in agriculture as soil

fumigants. Mel is typically used at initial concentrations of 0.4 - 0.6 mM during fumigation'1 0

but dissipates quickly due to evaporation and subsequent light-induced decay. However, decay

rates vary with soil composition, and Mel can be found in soil for up to several days after

exposure1,1. On-site measurement of Mel levels with advanced instrumentation is

impractical. The development of biosensors for fast, cheap on-site detection of compounds is a

valuable alternative1 .

We sought to assess the sensor's utility as a biosensor for the presence of Mel in soil.

To test this, we added an aqueous solution of Mel to soil and then monitored Mel levels in the

soil over time using the yeast P8x.Cyc I PAdh1 Sensor (Methods). At different time points, the soil

samples were fractionated by centrifugation and the runoff was collected. The runoff was then

added to the culture and grown for three hours, after which the cells were assayed by

cytometry. Due to reaction and evaporation, Mel is lost exponentially from the soil (t1 / 2 = 1.5 -

2.0 hours), which is consistent with the degradation of Mel in soils with high organic content114.

To control for Mel loss due to evaporation from the soil sample, half the sample tubes were

closed during the assay, but this was found to have minimal impact on sensor activity (Figure

2.4B). The sensor showed no activation when Mel was omitted, indicating that it responded

specifically to the Mel present in the soil runoff. Because soil runoff is a complex mixture of

compounds, this also demonstrated the sensor's specificity and robustness.
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Figure 2.4: The yeast sensor detects Mel in Mel-producing cultures and Mel-contaminated soil. (A) The

Px.cyc1IPAdh1 sensor was used to screen a collection of methyl halide transferase (MHT) enzymes expressed
from a plasmid co-transformed into S. cerevisiae. The Mel produced by each MHT as measured by GC-MS
correlates with the fluorescence output of the sensor. The solid line shows a fit to a saturating function
(derivation shown in Appendix A). MHT homologues were derived from: Batis maritima (violet), Burkholderia
pseudomallei (dark blue), Burkholderia xenovorans (light blue), Vitis vinifera (green), Burkholderia thailandensis
(yellow), Brassica rapa (orange), and Oryza sativa (red). Error bars are 1 standard deviation from three
experiments performed on different days. (B) The experimental design for testing sensor activity in soil
samples and the resulting data are shown. Tubes to which Mel was added at time 0 are shown as squares. Light
squares represent tubes that were closed at time 0 and dark squares represent tubes that were left open.
Tubes to which only water was added to the soil are shown as black diamonds.

2.5 Discussion

Our results indicate that the Ada methylation sensor is fully functional after its transfer

from E. coli into yeast. The Gal4-N-Ada sensor in yeast performed similarly to the native E. coli

sensor on all alkylating agents tested. MNNG, an SN1 methylating agent, is only known to

activate Ada indirectly by methylating the PTE backbone of DNA. Therefore, the result that

MNNG activated the yeast sensor suggests that Gal4-N-Ada is capable of detecting and

removing methyl PTE adducts on DNA. The SN 2 reagents Mel, MMS, and DMS activated the

yeast sensor in a manner that correlated with their chemical activities. These agents are

hypothesized to methylate Ada's Cys38 residue either directly or indirectly via undetectable
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amounts of methylation of the PTE backbone of DNA. Ada cannot detect larger alkyl groups on

the PTE backbone of DNA. EMS, also a SN2 reagent, donates a larger ethyl group to its

substrates and has not been observed to attack Ada directly. EMS did not induce either sensor.

This result strengthens the hypothesis that SN2 reagents activate Ada by scant methylation of

the DNA backbone. Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that the N-terminal

domain of Ada retained its native functions in the transfer from E. coli to yeast and that it

detects and removes methyl PTE adducts from eukaryotic chromosomal DNA.

Differences between the yeast and E. coli sensors' responses can in large part be

accounted for by differences in design of the sensors. The lack of positive feedback in yeast

likely contributed to the much smaller dynamic range of its sensor. The ada knockout in E. coli,

which lacked positive feedback, showed a greatly attenuated dynamic range. However, the ada

knockout in E. coli still resulted in a dynamic range 10.1-fold larger than the best yeast

response. A second contributing factor is the high basal expression of the Pcyci promoter, which

increased dramatically following insertion of even a single Ada operator. This high basal rate

may be due to high levels of Gal4-N-Ada expression (see below) or changes in promoter

strength following insertion of the operators. A weaker reporter promoter, lower Gal4-N-Ada

expression, and incorporation of a positive feedback loop in the yeast system may improve the

dynamic range to levels comparable to the E. coli system. Differences in sensitivities and

detection thresholds can also in part be accounted for by the inclusion of multiple operators in

the yeast sensor, the presence of multiple cognate promoters in E. coli, and different

expression of the sensor molecules.

Innate biological differences also contribute to changes in sensors' response between

organisms. Yeast experienced more toxic effects from the methylating agents than E. coli

(Figure 10), which may contribute to lower fluorescence values in the toxic regimes. It is well

known that tethering protein domains to other proteins can dramatically affect their

function 11. We cannot rule out that tethering the N-terminal domain of Ada to Gal4 did not in

some way affect its activity or DNA binding affinity. Additionally, the highly structured nature of

the eukaryotic chromosome may have limited Gal4-N-Ada's accessibility to methyl PTE adducts

on the backbone.
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Tuning the sensors demonstrated several effective rational tuning strategies.

Overexpressing the sensor protein proved an effective way of lowering both sensors' detection

threshold. This strategy came with a tradeoff. In E. coli, the maximum overexpression of Ada

raised the basal expression of the reporter, which lowered the dynamic range of the response.

This higher basal expression suggests that Ada retains some affinity to its operator even in its

unmethylated state and that at high concentrations is able to upregulate transcription at its

target promoter. In yeast, the same basal expression of the reporter was seen when Gal4-N-

Ada was expressed from the Pcycl promoter and the 20 to 100-fold stronger PAdh1 promoter.

This suggests that Gal4-N-Ada expression from Pcyc1 is high enough to promote its unactivated

binding to its operator, and that this also limits the dynamic range. This apparent tradeoff

between detection threshold and dynamic range may be acceptable when a lower detection

threshold is a critical specification. Increased error was observed with Ada induction due to

concatenation of error from the arabinose induction with that of the Mel. We predict that

optimized constitutive (as opposed to inducible) expression of Ada from the genome would

improve the error rate in this regime. The dynamic range and sensitivity of the yeast sensor

response could be improved by increasing the number of operators in the reporter promoter.

Though this strategy is effective, it is severely limited by the fact that little effect is seen when
116more than 3 operators are included in a promoter'.

The tuned yeast sensor responded to Mel in a range suitable for detecting differences in

MHT enzyme productivity. However, the sensor's measurements of Mel production of several

MHT-expressing cultures correlated only moderately well with GC-MS measurements. This was

sufficient to differentiate the relative strength of the enzymes but may prove insufficient for

fine-scale differentiation of enzyme mutagenesis libraries. The sensor's molecular nature,

however, presents a unique advantage. Ada responds stoichiometrically to the number of Mel

molecules and methyl PTE adducts it encounters on DNA. These methyl adducts are highly

stable and recalcitrant to native DNA repair. Also, the EGFP reporter degrades on a timescale

longer than the age of the culture. Taken together, these facts predict that the yeast

methylation sensor will report closer to the true amounts of Mel produced over the lifetime of

the culture. This may explain some of the discrepancy between the yeast sensor assay and the
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GC-MS assay and why Mel production was detected in the Oryza sativa culture by the sensor

but not by GC-MS. This also offers a unique advantage to the yeast sensor in detecting Mel

production of weak MHTs where Mel degradation overwhelms production.

The yeast sensor was also able to track degradation of Mel in complex soil samples.

Considering the complexity of the soil runoff, the specificity of the sensor's response is

impressive and suggests that the sensor is robust and specific enough as a whole-cell biosensor

for assays of complex samples. Yeast whole-cell biosensors have previously been developed to

enable testing for toxic contaminants in the field117 . Due to the stability of methyl PTE adducts

in eukaryotes, the yeast sensor strain could also conceivably be placed in a location for a long

time and then later assayed for genotoxic exposure.

A persistent challenge in synthetic biology has been the development of well-

characterized sensors that can respond to environmental signals. The design of a functional

sensor and its tuning to a particular performance specification is often more difficult than

building genetic circuits, in part because a ligand-binding event has to be converted into a

transcriptional output. Sensors for strong methylating compounds present a novel sensory

input that can be harnessed by genetic engineering. Beyond the applications outlined in this

Chapter, the MHT enzymes and Ada sensor also offer new parts that can have other uses. For

example, these modules may act as sensor and receiver devices for engineering communication

between cells where the volatile signal acts in the gas phase. Also, the slow decay and

orthogonality of the methyl PTE adducts of DNA in eukaryotes may enable a route to

engineering epigenetic memory. The specific parts from this study as well as the generalizable

design and tuning strategies can be broadly applied to problems in design, species-transfer, and

tuning of novel genetic sensors.
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3. A synthetic genetic program for detection and reduction of

acetate formation in Escherichia coli

3.1 Abstract

The formation of acetate during industrial fermentations of Escherichia coli reduces

biomass accumulation and product yield. Although acetate formation can be reduced by

modification of genes that drive it, these modifications often come at the cost of other

unwanted effects such as reduced growth rate. External detection and control of the conditions

that cause acetate formation can be effective but is limited to culture-wide resolution. Here, I

present the design and partial development of a synthetic genetic program that detects and

responds to the conditions that cause acetate formation in individual cells of E. coli. I developed

sensors for acetate, oxygen, and glycolytic flux, signals relevant for acetate formation. I

integrated the oxygen and acetate sensors into a Boolean AND gate composed of transcription

factors. I also present the design of a completed program that detects acetate formation due to

high glycolytic flux or low oxygen levels. Finally, I propose a means of targeted downregulation

of acetate producing enzymes as outputs of the completed circuit.

3.2 Introduction

Escherichia coli is widely used for the production of large quantities of recombinant

protein. Efficiency of these large-scale cultures suffers due to acetate production, which can

lower the biomass accumulation, product yield, and product quality of the culture 18. The cause

of acetate formation is metabolic overflow. When the cells assimilate glucose past a threshold

rate, a rate limiting reaction in the TCA cycle limits flux of electrons to the electron transport

chain119',120 (Figure 3.1A). Intermediates, including pyruvate and acetyl-CoA, accumulate and are

converted to acetate instead of assimilated into the TCA cycle. Acetate is produced from acetyl-

CoA from the enzymes phosphotransacetylase (PTA) and acetate kinase (ACK), which are

constitutively expressed121 . During aerobic growth, acetate concentrations can become as high

as 10 g/L . Acetate production benefits the cell by recycling the CoA and producing ATP in the
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process. Late in growth, when the carbon source is exhausted, acetate is taken up by reversing

these reactions after the cells undergo the "acetate switch" and start to catabolize the

molecule . Dissolved oxygen concentration also affects acetate formation. Although the TCA

cycle is the limiting point in aerobic conditions, under microaerobic or anaerobic conditions, the

electron flux through electron transport chain itself becomes limiting. When insufficient oxygen

is present to accept electrons, electron flux through the electron transport chain is limited

(Figure 3.1B). As a result, NADH is no longer oxidized and NAD+ is not produced sufficiently to

meet the oxidizing demands of the TCA cycle. Intermediates accumulate and acetate is

produced. In anaerobic and microaerobic conditions, acetate is produced at higher rates than in

aerobic conditions, but the total accumulation is less due to slower growth rates124 . Mixed acid

fermentation eventually balances the redox state and enables NAD+ to oxidize intermediates,

but the reduced flux to the TCA cycle still causes acetyl-CoA to accumulate sufficiently to be

processed to acetate. In addition, lower oxygen levels induce the poxB gene, which produces

the pyruvate oxidase gene that can make acetate directly from pyruvate12 s

The most important signals in acetogenesis are glycolytic flux, oxygen availability, redox

potential, and acetate itself. The rate of glycolytic flux dictates the accumulation of pyruvate

and acetyl-CoA and correlates linearly with specific growth rate under carbon-limited

conditions . To avert acetate production, the rate of glycolytic flux must be lower than the

rate of the limiting reaction in the TCA cycle. The availability of oxygen determines the flux of

electrons and reduction equivalents away from the TCA cycle. When the rate of oxygen

reduction is less than the rate at which NADH is produced by the TCA cycle, the growth is

oxygen limited. If the rate of oxygen reduction is less than the rate of the limiting reaction in

the TCA cycle, then acetate is produced when the glycolytic flux exceeds the oxygen reduction

rate, not the limiting reaction in the TCA cycle. The NADH:NAD+ redox state is a more direct

readout of the effect of oxygen limitation on the cell's metabolism. However, the redox state is

quickly (<30 min) returned to aerobic levels due to mixed acid fermentation127 and therefore

does not reflect the effect of oxygen limitation for long. Acetate, the molecule of interest, is

obviously the most direct readout of acetate production.
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Many genetic mutations of E. coli have been made in an attempt to eliminate acetate

production. In addition, complex external controls have been developed that minimize acetate

formation in the E. coli. These have been extensively reviewed elsewhere28,129 . The drawbacks

of external control mechanisms were discussed above (Chapter 1). None of the genetic

mechanisms of reducing acetate have attempted using feedback to control the conditions

underlying acetate formation. Here, I demonstrate the partial development of a genetic

program that identifies the unique conditions underlying acetate formation. To do this, I

developed sensors for acetate, oxygen, and glycolytic flux to differentiate two conditions of

acetate formation. To identify acetate formation due to low oxygen conditions, I developed a

program that integrates an oxygen sensor with an acetate sensor into a 2-input AND gate. I
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further showed the designs of a second iteration of the program that combines all three

sensors into two AND gates. In anticipation that the final version of the program will produce

molecules that will directly ameliorate the conditions underlying acetate formation, I discuss

potentially useful molecular actuators.

3.3 Materials and methods

3.3.1 Strains and media

The glnL gene was knocked out of E. coli BL21 and MG1655 using the method of

Datsenko and Wanner130 . This was done to attain the necessary AglnL genotype required for

function of the PGlnAP2 promoter in a common production strain of E. coli3 1. Assays were

performed in a defined minimal media containing the following: 5 g/L of ammonium sulfate, 5

g/L of potassium phosphate, 30 g/L of MES, 10 ml of a proprietary trace element solution, and a

carbon source as indicated. Carbon sources included glycerol, glucose, and starch plus amylase.

Starch-fed cultures of E. coli were grown on Zulkowski-treated starch (Sigma 85642) and

variable concentrations of amyloglucosidase from Aspergillus niger (Sigma A7095). Following

preparation, the media pH was adjusted to 6.8 with sodium hydroxide and the media was

filtered through a 0.2 pm filter. The following antibiotic concentrations were also added to

retain plasmids carrying selection markers: 50 pg/ml kanamycin, 50 pg/ml spectinomycin, 50

pg/ml carbenicillin, and 17.5 pg/ml chloramphenicol.

All plasmid construction was performed using the Chew Back and Anneal Method

developed by Gibson, et al. (2009). All sensor screening plasmids were built upon the backbone

of pSB3K3, containing a p15A origin of replication and kanamycin resistance marker. Oxygen

promoters were constructed by inserting a portion of the fixK promoter from Sinorhizobium

meliloti upstream of the weak J23150 promoter driving the reporter GFP. The acetate sensor

promoter was constructed by cloning the entire PGInAP2 promoter (-157 to +94 relative to TSS)

from E. coli upstream of the reporter GFP. Glycolytic flux-sensitive promoters were constructed

by MoClo assembly of combinatorial fragments of promoters bearing Cra operator

(GCTGAAACGTTTCAAG) sites in different positions.
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3.3.2 Transfer function assays and library screening

Oxygen transfer function assays were performed as follows. An overnight culture of

aerobically grown E. coli BL21 carrying oxygen sensor plasmids was diluted back 1/100 into 3 ml

of media in 14 ml Falcon culture tubes and grown for three hours until in early exponential

phase (OD600 = 0.1). Then, the tubes were sealed with an airtight stopper and a vacuum

manifold was used to remove the air from the tube and replace it with an equal pressure of

nitrogen. The vacuum removal and nitrogen replacement was done three times to remove all

oxygen from the head space. This did not remove the oxygen from the solution, but we assume

that the rapidly growing culture quickly consumes the remaining dissolved oxygen. To achieve

different oxygen concentrations in the tubes for the transfer function, different volumes of air

(21% 02) were injected into the tubes with a syringe. The reported %02 in the transfer function

figures represents the fraction of gas in the tube that is oxygen following injection. Cultures are

then grown for an additional 2-3 hours before being opened and assayed by cytometry as

described.

Acetate and glycolytic flux transfer function assays were carried out similarly. Sensor

cultures were grown overnight in 3 ml of media prior to being diluted 1/100 into 200 Pl of

media in a conical-bottomed 96-well plate (Nunc). The plate was then covered with a

breathable membrane (Aeroseal) and shaken at 990 RPM in a Microtron incubator at 37*C for 3

hours until the cultures were in early exponential phase. Then, cultures were induced by

addition of 2 pl of inducer. Inducers were prepared beforehand at various concentrations in a

96-well plate so that addition of inducer could proceed quickly with a multi-channel pipette.

Inducers were dissolved in the same media and buffered to the same pH as the starting culture.

A solution of sodium acetate was used to induce the acetate sensor. Glucose and fructose

solutions were used to induce the glycolytic flux sensor.

Library screening of a sensors and circuits was performed as follows. Libraries were

generated either by cloning of combinatorial promoter fragments as described above or via

random mutagenesis of RBSs. Following generation of the DNA library, electrocompetent cells

were transformed with the library and plated on LB agar containing antibiotics. Individual
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colonies were picked and grown 15 hrs in 500 ul of LB or minimal media in 96-well deep-well

plates. Cells were then diluted back 1/100 into 200 ul of the corresponding media in a 96-well

plate (Nunc) and grown until cells were in exponential phase (OD600 = 0.10). Glucose sensors

were induced with either 2 mM of glucose or 2 mM of fructose. Acetate sensors and circuits

were induced with 30 mM acetate. Oxygen sensors and circuits were induced by transferring

the 96-well plate into a shaker in an anaerobic hood. This transfer took approximately 5

minutes.

3.3.3 Acetate assays

To induce E. coli to produce acetate via distinct rate-limiting mechanisms, growth rates

and oxygen had to be carefully controlled. Overnight cultures on defined media containing 0.4%

glucose were diluted 1/100 into 20 ml of defined media in 250 ml shake flasks. Cultures were

grown at 37*C at 250 RPM in a shaker/incubator (Infors). After 3 hours of outgrowth, some of

the cultures were made anaerobic. To make the cultures anaerobic, the flasks were stoppered

and oxygen was removed by a vacuum manifold as described above. At selected times, 1 ml of

culture was removed via a syringe or pipette. The sample was assayed for OD600, cells were

removed by centrifugation, and the supernatant was frozen at -20 0C for later assay of acetate.

Acetate assays were carried out using the EnzyChrom assay kit (Bioassay). OD570 and

fluorescence outputs were measured on a Tecan Safire 2 plate reader in a black, clear-bottom

96-well plate (Nunc). The range of acetate measured was accurate between 0.5 and 20 mM. If

samples fell above this range, the sample was diluted and remeasured.

3.3.4 Cytometry

Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry on a BD LSR Fortessa using a 488 nm laser and

510/20 nm band pass filter to collect sfGFP and EcFbFP fluorescence. Samples of up to 40 pl of

cells in cold PBS were analyzed at a flow rate of 0.5 I/s until 50,000 gated counts were

collected. FSC-H and SSC-H thresholds were set to exclude background events. For accurate,

reproducible fluorescence measurements, it was critical that cells were diluted at least 100-fold

(OD 600<0.04) so the event rate was low enough for individual cells to be measured. Data was
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analyzed using FlowJo software (Treestar). The cell populations were gated by time and

forward/side scatter to exclude read-through from previous wells and residual background

events. The final analyzed populations included >90% of collected events. The geometric mean

of the fluorescence histogram of each gated population was calculated and is reported here as

the fluorescence value of a sample in arbitrary units (au).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Development of metabolite sensors in E. coli

To sense the conditions for acetate formation, we first needed to develop sensor

modules that could detect the relevant conditions of acetate production, including production

of acetate itself, high glycolytic flux rates, and low oxygen concentrations. In each case, the

literature provided information about a sensor protein and its target promoter operator. Only

the FixL/J oxygen sensor is heterologous to E. coli. The acetate (NRI) and glycolytic flux (Cra)

sensors are both native to E. coli. Native and synthetic promoters were cloned and screened for

activity. Once a sensor promoter was discovered with greater than 10-fold induction at relevant

levels of inducer, the promoter was further characterized and tuned to meet necessary

specifications. Because any change in oxygen availability can change the physiology of E. coli,

we wanted a sensor that responded throughout the range of dissolved oxygen concentration

experienced by a growing culture. Because E. coli produces low basal amounts of acetate (~0.1

mM)132, the acetate sensor should respond to levels above this amount. Because accumulation

of glycolytic intermediates is strongly correlated with amount of flux through a pathway, the

detection of glycolytic intermediates was an acceptable proxy for glycolytic flux.

3.4.1.1 Oxygen Sensors

The oxygen abundance determines the threshold rate of glycolytic flux that determines

when acetate is formed. Dissolved oxygen (DO 2) is also a vital parameter affecting culture

viability and productivity in industrial bioreactors. When DO 2 levels drop too low (usually <2%),

E.coli cells begin to suffer microaerobic stress, which leads to mixed acid fermentation 3 4
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Additionally, because of the importance of DO 2 to industrial cultures, there is a strong need to

develop intracellular sensors for DO 2 that can be implemented in genetic programs. To address

these needs, I developed two oxygen sensor modules based on the FNR global regulator in

E.coli and the FixL/J two-component system from Sinorhizobium meliloti.

FNR is a well-characterized E.coli transcription factor and acts as the master switch

between aerobic and anaerobic metabolism that ensures molecular oxygen (02) is the

preferred electron acceptor 13. FNR responds directly to 02 via conversion of FNR's 4Fe4S2+

cofactor to 2Fe2S2+. When 02 is absent, FNR monomers dimerize around the 4Fe4S2+ cofactor

and the dimer binds to DNA (Figure 3.3A). When 02 is present, it converts FNR's 4Fe4S2+

cofactor to 2Fe2S2+, causing the FNR monomers to dissociate and unbind from the DNA . The

FNR dimer binds to the DNA consensus sequence TGGAT (4N) ATCAA and can act as either an

activator or repressor, depending on where this operator sequence is located in the target

promoter137 . When FNR's operator is centered at -41.5, it activates transcription from the

promoter by stabilizing the RNA polymerase complex138. To actuate repression, FNR binds to

the operator near the -35 site and then binds to another FNR complex bound to an operator

farther upstream, causing the DNA to loop and thus occlude the site of RNA polymerase

binding139. This is similar to how the CAP complex functions in the lac operon, and CAP has

been used as a model to study FNR140. Because a single 02 molecule can inactivate 4Fe4S2+

clusters, FNR is a very sensitive switch, and the levels of FNR must be tightly controlled because

of the sensitivity of this system.

FixL/FixJ is a two-component system in Sinorhizobium meliloti that regulates oxygen-
141,142sensitive nitrogen fixation . In this system, FixL acts as the oxygen sensor by binding 02 to

the Fe2+ of a heme group, which is tied to a histidine kinase domain on FixL. When 02 is bound

to this heme group, the histidine kinase domain is inactive. When 02 is absent, the histidine

kinase domain is active and FixL phosphorylates itself in an ATP-dependent reaction. This ATP-

derived phosphate group is then passed to cytoplasmic FixJ, which is then activated and

upregulates transcription from target genes (Figure 3.3A). FixJ is made of an N-terminal

regulatory domain that contains the cysteins that are phosphorylated by FixL and a C-terminal
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domain that can bind to DNA independently of the N-terminal being phosphorylated 43

Foundational work on this system established a consensus operator sequence for FixJ144.

Both the FNR and FixL/J systems were chosen based on several criteria. The primary

criterion was the availability of information about the system. Both systems have been well-

studied, their mechanism of action was known to be 02-dependent, and the consensus target

operator sequence of each transcription factor was identified. This was critical, since it gave us

sufficient information about each system to rationally engineer it. The other criteria were the

specificity, rapidity, and strength of the protein's activity and response. Each system was known

to respond directly and specifically to 02. This high degree of specificity of each molecular

mechanism ensured that we would be sensing DO 2 and nothing else. Both systems were also

known to respond relatively quickly and strongly to changes in DO 2. A fast response would

guarantee close to real-time sensing of DO 2. A strong response would enable easier

composition of the sensor with downstream circuitry and more modular behavior of the sensor

in other organisms. Together, these criteria made FNR and FixL/J the best choices for

development as oxygen sensors for synthetic genetic programs.

The FNR and FixL/J systems detect DO 2 levels and regulate transcription based on those

levels. This transcriptional regulation occurred at the level of the promoter, where each protein

would enhance or prevent RNA polymerase binding and subsequent transcription. To develop

cognate promoters for both systems of oxygen sensors, we took two approaches: 1) The

recruitment of native sequences from each system's native organism and 2) the construction of

"synthetic" promoters that incorporated the operons known to be targets of their respective

transcription factors. Several native sequences of regulated promoters in E.coli and S. meliloti

were cloned upstream of a reporter GFP construct. These native sequences were taken from

genes that were observed to be regulated by the cognate protein's activity.

Synthetic promoters were constructed with the aim of creating either an activatable

promoter or a repressible promoter. Activatable promoters were designed with the operator

centered at the -41.5 site for FNR or the -35 site for FixJ in the weak constitutive promoter

J23150 (Figure 3.2A). Repressible promoters were designed with the operator centered either

between the -10 and the -35 sites or immediately downstream of the -10 site. At these
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positions, operators were thought to recruit their cognate proteins in such a way as to facilitate
145either activation or repression of transcription . In each case, the position of the operator was

varied by up to 4 bp in either direction to optimize the position of the operator and thereby

maximize the dynamic range of the induced promoter. In addition, we attempted to construct

several repressible promoters by engineering DNA looping, which is necessary in some cases for

FNR repression. In these promoters, we inserted two operators into the strong constitutive

promoter J23102 and separated them by a randomly generated DNA sequence of a length

known to enable flexible DNA looping upon protein binding.

For both FNR and FixL/J systems, several native and synthetic promoters were inserted

upstream of the EcFbFP fluorescent protein reporter. EcFbFP fluorescence, unlike Green

Fluorescent Protein (GFP), does not rely on the availability of oxygen and is therefore a useful

reporter in anaerobic conditions146. Each of the promoter-EcFbFP reporters was cloned on a

p15A plasmid and transformed into E.coli. The FixL/J operon was cloned from the genome of S.

meliloti and constitutively expressed from an incW plasmid. Promoter function was screened by

growing these strains of E.coli in either aerobic or completely anaerobic conditions. Anaerobic

conditions were created by covering 14 ml culture tubes with a rubber stopper and then

removing the air in the headspace above the culture using a syringe and gas manifold. Cultures

were grown for up to two hours after removal of the oxygen from the culture before a sample

of the culture was taken and measured by flow cytometry.

Out of all the screened promoters, only synthetic promoters designed for activation

showed substantial activity upon removal of oxygen from the culture (Figure 3.2B). Few of the

native promoters showed any modulation of fluorescence levels. No synthetic repressible

promoters showed strong repression of promoter activity. The strongest induction (7-fold) was

observed by one of the synthetic FixL/J promoters (PFixU2); two FNR promoters (PFNR8 and PFNR18)

showed substantial induction (5-fold and 4-fold, respectively). We also observed a consistent

decrease in fluorescence upon exposure of cells to anaerobic conditions. This was most likely

due to altered metabolism of the host E. coli reducing production of reporter protein. Because

this phenomenon was consistent for constitutive control promoters, we subtracted this %

change of the controls from the dynamic range of the all inducible promoters.
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Figure 3.2: Design and screen of oxygen promoters. (A) Oxygen sensor promoters using FNR (PFNR) and FixJ
(PfixIj) were designed by integrating operators and native promoter sequences (from S. meliloti) into synthetic
constitutive promoters. Design elements are colored and as described in the inset legend. (B) Oxygen
promoters were screened by removing oxygen from the headspace of growing E. coli cultures and measuring
resulting reporter (EcFbFP) fluorescence after two hours. The three promoters chosen for further
characterization showed strong induction (>5-fold) and are highlighted with a red background. Control
promoters J23113 (-ctrl) and J23101 (+ctrl) are shown for comparison.

Based on the results of our promoter screening, we chose one FixL/J (PFixU2) and two

FNR inducible promoters (PFNR8, PFNR18) for further characterization and development. Response

functions of each of these sensor modules were measured by injecting known amounts of air

into the headspace from which oxygen had been removed by a gas manifold as described
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above. The response functions showed a sharp rise in signal as the 02 levels in the headspace

approached zero (Figure 3.3). Later characterization of the FixL/J promoter in the production

strain BL21Ag/nL showed >20-fold induction, which was sufficient for integration into circuitry.

-02 +02
02 02-a

FNR: Oil t 0 M

02

F

10,

U.

11 Pfixlj2 +& Pfnrs - +ctr -ctri

ixL/J: w T 0% 1% 10%
% Dissolved oxygen

Figure 3.3: Function and response of oxygen sensors. (A) The mechanism of the FNR and FixL/J oxygen sensors
is shown. FNR binds its operator and activates transcription of reporter EcFbFP in the absence of oxygen. In the
presence of oxygen, FNR iron-sulfur cluster is oxidized, which prevents dimerization of the protein and
subsequent DNA binding. FixL/J is a two-component system that is inhibited by oxygen. When oxygen is absent,
the receptor protein FixL transfers a phosphate group to the response regulator FixJ, which upregulates
transcription upon binding to its target promoter. (B) The response of the two sensors is shown in shake flask
cultures. FixL/J has a better performance with up to 10-fold dynamic range in BL21AglnL. Control promoters
J23101 (+ctrl) and J23113 (-ctrl) are shown for comparison.

3.4.1.2 Acetate Sensor

We sought to use an acetate sensor native to E. coli that was previously characterized by

Liao and co-workers147 . This sensor is made up of the NRI protein and the PgInAP2 promoter,

which is upregulated when NRI is phosphorylated (Figure 3.4A). NRI is phosphorylated by acetyl

phosphate, an intermediate in the acetate pathway. NRI is dephosphorylated by the NRII

phosphatase. When the gInL gene encoding NRII is knocked out, NRI is phosphorylated at

higher levels correlating with acetyl phosphate concentration. Phosphorylated NRI binds to

several sites in the 250 bp PgInAP2 promoter. This promoter is driven by sigma-54, making it

dependent on the NRI activator as well as sigma-54 abundances. When NRI binds each of the

four sites upstream of the sigma-54 promoter, it causes looping of the DNA, which brings the

NRI activator in close proximity to the promoter site. Activation of the promoter is strongly
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dependent on the exact position of the NRI operators. If the operators are spaced such that

looping is abolished or localizes the activator to the opposite side of the sigma-54 binding site

on the DNA, no activation occurs. This finely tuned mechanism of activation is difficult to

replicate by design, so the wild-type PgInAP2 promoter was tested for activity.

-j

HOAc +-+ OAc- Extracellular

[Met. overflow] Intracellular

Or_._Ck A103.
Ac-P OAc- +- + HOAc

102.
NRI NR-P

PgInAP2 10

r- PgInAP2 - +ctrl -ctrl Relevnt conc.

10. .1....0110
Na Acetate (mM)

Figure 3.4: Function and response of the acetate sensor. (A) The mechanism of the acetate sensor is shown.
External acetate is protonated and diffuses across the membrane. In the cytoplasm, acetate is converted to
acetyl phosphate by acetyl kinase, product of the ackA gene. Acetyl phosphate is used to phosphorylate NRI
transcription factor, which dimerizes and binds and activates the PgInAP2 promoter, driving reporter GFP
expression. (B) The response of the PgInAP2 promoter to external acetate at pH 6.8 is shown. Toxicity is seen at
acetate concentrations higher than 60 mM. Control promoters J23101 (+ctrl) and J23113 (-ctrl) are shown for
comparison.

The wild-type PgInAP2 promoter was cloned upstream of a sfGFP reporter on the p15A

plasmid. This plasmid was transformed into a BL21 strain of E. coli containing a deletion of the

gInL gene (BL21AglnL). Initially, only scant activation of the promoter was seen at high levels

(60 mM) of acetate at pH 7. To improve the function of the sensor, an insulating ribozyme

element (riboJ) was included upstream of the RBS and greatly improved the activity of the

sensor (Figure 3.4). This element is thought to abolish interference of the 5' UTR of the

transcript with the RBS. In this construct, the basal rate of the promoter was greatly increased,

suggesting that the initial design was simply operating at undetectable levels. To test this

hypothesis, other constructs lacking the riboJ element but containing stronger RBSs were

tested. These constructs showed similar activity to the improved sensor containing riboJ,

confirming that the initial design was operating at undetectable levels. Previous work showed

that sensor response depended on the external pH. When acetate is protonated, its charge is

neutral and the molecule can readily diffuse across the cell membrane. When the external pH is
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more acidic than the internal pH of the cell, acetate tends to accumulate at higher levels in the

cell. This is because acetate becomes deprotonated and charged in the more basic cytoplasm

and is therefore unable to diffuse across the membrane. Because of this, the amount of acetate

inside the cell increases relative to the external acetate concentration as the pH is decreased.

This effectively gives the acetate sensor a lower detection threshold of external acetate

concentration at lower pH. When the sensor was tested at lower pH's in minimal media, its

detection threshold was lowered by 32-fold compared to its detection threshold at pH 7 (Figure

3.5A). However, the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of acetate in the media is also

decreased by 10-fold across the same pH range (Figure 3.5B). This feature enables the selection

of the necessary threshold of detection of acetate based on pH.
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Figure 3.5: Response of the acetate sensor to changes in pH. A strain of E. coli BL21AgInL containing the
acetate sensor was grown on media stabilized at variable pH. (A) The detection threshold of the acetate sensor
changes with pH. Fluorescence decreases at high levels of acetate due to acetate toxicity (B), which increases
with a decrease in the pH. The darkest line in both (A) and (B) represents a pH of 7.0. Subsequently lighter lines
represent pH's of 6.5, 6.0, and 5.5, respectively.

3.4.1.3 Glycolytic Flux sensor

Glycolytic flux is the primary determinant of acetate formation. When the flux exceeds a

critical threshold, acetate is produced by overflow metabolism. To sense glycolytic flux, I chose

to use the Cra global regulator to sense two intermediates in glycolysis: fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate (F16BP) and fructose-1-phosphate (FiP). Because accumulation of these

intermediates is strongly correlated with amount of flux through glycolysis, their detection was
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an acceptable proxy for glycolytic flux"'. F16BP is the fourth intermediate in glycolysis and has

been measured at 15+/-1.2 mM in E. coli during growth on glucose, making it the third most

abundant metabolite'50. During growth on acetate and glycerol, F16BP levels decrease to <0.15

mM and 5.85+/-2.31 mM, respectively. FIP is an intermediate of fructose metabolism and is

made into F16BP. FIP cannot be produced from F16BP due to the lack of an enzyme that

catalyzes the reverse reaction; no such enzyme is known to exist in nature. Cra (catabolite

repressor/activator), also known as FruR, is a global regulator in E. coli that stimulates

gluconeogenesis during growth on energy poor carbon sources. In the absence of F16BP and

FIP, Cra binds to its operator, which binds most strongly to the near-consensus fruB 01

sequence: GC-TGAAAC I GTTTCA-AGs 1 . Cra acts as a repressor when the Cra operator is

positioned immediately adjacent to or downstream of the transcription start site (TSS) or

between the -10 and -35 sites on the promoter. Cra acts as an activator when the operator is

positioned near or far upstream of the -35 site. The large distance at which Cra activates

transcription as well as its homology to lac and gaIR suggest that DNA looping plays a role in

Cra-mediated transcriptional activation. Cra binding can be modulated by FIP at micromolar

concentrations and F16BP at millimolar concentrations (Figure 3.6)152. This makes Cra activity

more dependent on fructose availability than glucose availability. Nonetheless, the response

range of Cra to F16BP and the large range of F16BP abundance during growth on different

carbon sources suggest that it can be useful as a glycolytic flux sensor as well.

A library of 72 promoters containing Cra operators at repressive sites was built. These

promoters were constructed by combinatorial assembly of different promoter pieces. Separate

pieces composed the 5'UTR, a central region from +1 to -35, and an upstream region from -35

to -80. This library was screened on 2% glucose and 2% fructose. The best promoter showed up

to 3-fold induction on fructose (Figure 3.6). The response of these promoters was further

characterized across a large response range of glucose and fructose concentration. Although

the glucose response was very weak (1.5-fold), the fructose response was as strong as 3-fold.
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Figure 3.6: Function and response of the glycolytic flux sensor (A) The mechanism of Cra-based glycolytic flux
sensor is shown. Cra binds to its operator and represses transcription when the operator is placed in the 5'UTR
or between the -10 and -35 sites of the promoter. Fructose-i-phosphate (F1P) and Fructose-1-6-bisphosphate
(F16BP) allosterically modulate Cra's affinity to its operator. FiP has much stronger affinity for Cra than F16BP.
(B) Response of a synthetic Cra-based promoter (PCra2) to glucose and fructose addition to the media of a
growing culture. The response from fructose addition is up to 4-fold, much stronger than the response to
glucose. Control promoters J23101 (top gray line) and J23113 (bottom gray line) are shown for comparison.

3.4.2 Detecting separate causes of acetate formation in E. coil

Before building the program, I first set out to correlate the input signals (low oxygen,

high glycolytic flux) to the production of acetate. To do this, I used a starch-fed media to control

glucose release rates in the media and a vacuum manifold to control oxygen levels in the

cultures. By adding different amounts of amyloglucosidase to a culture containing dissolved,

pre-treated starch, the media effectively released glucose at a defined rate. The linear release

of glucose led to a linear growth curve for E. coli until the culture entered stationary phase. This

also meant that the E. coli was experiencing a gradually decaying glycolytic flux rate, since more

and more bacteria were consuming the same amount of glucose released. Variable oxygen

levels were produced in flasks by removing the oxygen with a vacuum manifold.

Using variable concentrations of amyloglucosidase was effective in controlling the

growth rate of E. coli via the glycolytic flux rate. Initially, all cells grew exponentially as the rate

of glucose released by the enzyme was greater than the rate of glucose consumption of the

culture. When the culture grew to sufficient density to where glucose consumption rate

equaled the glucose production rate, the culture's growth rate adjusted to the enzymatic

glucose release rate (Figure 3.7A). At the highest concentrations of enzyme, cells grew to
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similarly high OD's. Anaerobic cultures also grew at rates that correlated with enzyme

concentration. This indicates that although cells were in the oxygen-limited regime, they were

also carbon limited. This confirms that the glycolytic rate was not saturated by the anaerobic

conditions and could still be varied.

Cells that grew without oxygen produced more acetate (Figure 3.7B), despite their

slower growth rates. Cells that were grown aerobically initially consumed acetate produced

during the first four hours of growth, during which time cells grew exponentially as they

consumed the glucose released during that time (Figure 3.7A). Interestingly, aerobically

growing cells greatly increased their acetate production late in growth while their growth rate

was slowing. This may be due to oxygen limitation, accumulation of toxins at high cell densities,

or exhaustion of the starch carbon source.

(A) 4
3 Figure 3.7: Variable acetate production in E.

2 cofi. E. coli was grown on starch media

1 containing different amounts of
amyloglucosidase. After 4 hours, the oxygen
was removed from half the cultures. Cultures

0 -1 containing oxygen are shown as blue diamonds.
G -2 Anaerobic cultures are shown as red circles. The

-3 -amount of amyloglucosidase added to each
culture is indicated by shading, lightest shading

-5 indicating the least amount of amyloglucosidase

Time (hours) and increasing as follows: 1.5E-4 units/ml, 1.5E-
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B 0Acetate production of each culture was
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These experiments confirm several predictions of our model. First, acetate production

correlates with the glycolytic flux rate, both in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Second,

acetate is produced in higher amounts at the same glycolytic flux rate in anaerobic conditions.
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These experiments also show that we can control both input variables independently. Further

work will focus on correlating the observed glycolytic flux rates, oxygen conditions, and acetate

production levels with sensor readouts.

3.4.3 Detecting acetate formation in E. coli using a synthetic AND gate

To identify acetate formation due to microaerobic and anaerobic conditions, a digital

AND gate integrating the FixL/J oxygen sensor and the acetate sensor was constructed. A

previously published AND gate based on the Salmonella typhimurium invF/sicA

activator/chaperone two-component system was used to integrate the oxygen and acetate

sensors (Figure 3.8A)1s3. Two plasmids were constructed: one in which the oxygen sensor drove

the invF gene and the acetate sensor drove the sicA gene, and a second with the sensor

regulation switched. A plasmid containing a GFP reporter gene driven by the PsicA promoter was

co-transformed with each of these plasmids. Cells carrying both controller and reporter plasmid

were then grown normally or exposed to high acetate concentrations, low oxygen levels, or

both. The initial constructs showed some function but indicated a large amount of basal leak

from the sicA RBS (Figure 3.8B). A mutagenesis library of the sicA RBS was made, and several

mutants were shown to have a strong, digital AND behavior (Figure 3.8C).

The working oxygen/acetate AND gate showed 14-fold induction when acetate was

added to 50 mM and oxygen was removed from the culture (Figure 3.8C). This was sufficient to

separate the cytometry distributions almost completely, indicating the detection of a cell state

distinct from the uninduced culture. Some activation (2-fold) from single induction in anaerobic

conditions or on acetate alone was still visible, most likely due to residual leak from the

individual promoters. This completed oxygen/acetate AND gate serves as a proof-of-concept

that demonstrates that two metabolic signals can be integrated to form digital logic. The

invF/sicA system enabled simple construction of this system, since it is only composed of two

protein components. Further work will validate the performance of this system by sensing in

vivo production of acetate in anaerobic and aerobic conditions.
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Figure 3.8: Prototype Oxygen/Acetate AND gate. (A) Truth table and logic diagram of an abstracted
oxygen/acetate AND gate. The readout (GFP) is ON only when oxygen is absent (-02) and acetate is present
(+Ace). (B) Two versions of the oxygen/acetate AND gate were constructed, each with the oxygen and acetate
sensors driving a different promoter of the invF/sicA two-component system from Salmonella. Arrows
indicate evidence of leak of invF. (C) The first gate from (B) was mutated at the invF RBS (highlighted in red).
The result was a functional oxygen/acetate AND gate with a 70-fold dynamic range.
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Figure 3.9: Full acetate detection program. (A) Truth table and logic diagram of the full acetate detection
program. The program is based on two AND gates than can detect acetate production either due to low
oxygen conditions or high glycolytic flux. The readout GFP is ON only when acetate is present (+Ace) and
oxygen is absent (-02). RFP is ON when acetate is present (+Ace) and the glycolytic flux (GF) is high. When all
inputs are present, both reporters are ON. Colored gates correspond to the mechanism diagrammed below.
(B-D) Diagrams of designs for the program detailed in (A). (B) Schematic of program design incorporating a
split T7 RNA polymerase system. The acetate sensor drives the T7 RNAP core fragment. The oxygen sensor
drives the T3 sigma-like fragment. The glycolytic flux sensor drives the KiF sigma-like fragment. Only when
the core fragment and one of the sigma-like fragments is expressed does the cognate promoter turn ON.
When the T7 core fragment is limiting, the sigma-like fragments compete to bind it. The GFP/RFP readout in
this case is a ratio calculation of the activity of the oxygen and glycolytic flux sensors. (C) Schematic of the
program design incorporating two sets of orthogonal two-component systems. The acetate sensor drives invF
and mxiE. The oxygen sensor drives sicA and the glycolytic flux sensor drives ipgC. Only when invF and sicA
are expressed is the PsicA promoter active. Only when mxiE and ipgC are expressed is the PipaH* promoter
active. (D) Schematic of the program design incorporating the suppressor supD RNA enabling translation of
orthogonal T7 RNA polymerases. The acetate sensor drives supD expression. The oxygen and glycolytic flux
sensors drive two orthogonal T7 polymerases containing UAG stop mutations. Only when supD is co-
expressed with either T7 RNA polymerase is either protein translated and the cognate promoter activated.
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3.4.4 Three designs for the complete integrated circuit

The completed acetate detection program aims to integrate acetate/oxygen and

acetate/glycolytic flux AND gates into a single circuit (Figure 3.9A). To do this, I designed three

different architectures of the two integrated AND gates that implement different molecular

mechanisms to perform the computation.

The first design implements a split-protein system developed in our lab (Figure 3.9B).

This system splits the T7 RNA polymerase into two subunits: the "core" fragment and the

"sigma-like" fragment154. Alone, neither subunit can activate transcription. When expressed

simultaneously, the subunits associate and activate transcription from a promoter that is

cognate to the sigma-like fragment. Several orthogonal T7 RNA polymerases have been

developed, each containing mutations in the sigma-like fragment 55. By expressing different

sigma-like fragments simultaneously, one can thereby redirect the limited number of available

core fragments to different promoters, enabling a type of ratio calculation. Because

acetogenesis in the oxygen-limited regime is a function of the ratio of glycolytic flux to oxygen

transfer rate, this system is well-suited for application to the acetate program.

The second design implements a second activator/chaperone system from Shigella

flexneri to facilitate the acetate/glycolytic flux AND gate (Figure 3.9C). The acetate sensor drives

both chaperones (invF, mxiE) co-cistronically. The RBS driving mxiE enables its tuning separate

from invF expression. The glycolytic flux sensor drives expression of ipgC. Thus, when acetate is

present due to high levels of glycolytic flux, RFP will be expressed. Because the sicA/invF and

ipgC/mxiE systems are mostly orthogonal, GFP and RFP expression should be largely

independent, enabling separate readouts for both acetogenic conditions.

The third design implements a supD repressor tRNA to enable expression of two

orthogonal T7 RNA polymerases (Figure 3.9D). SupD tRNA suppresses the UAG amber mutation

by adding a serine on the growing protein to prevent ribosome pausing and subsequent

stopping of translation. Genes containing UAG codons in the middle of their sequence cannot

be translated fully unless supD tRNA is present. By inserting several UAG mutations into the

orthogonal T7 polymerases, each expressed by either the oxygen sensor or the glycolytic flux

sensor, expression from their cognate promoters becomes dependent on the expression of
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supD. Thus, acetate becomes the "master switch" that enables the readout from the oxygen

and glycolytic flux sensors. Because supD is somewhat toxic to the cell and has been shown to

activate translation at leaky levels, this is the leased preferred design.

Here, I have only considered designs that facilitate simple one-to-one activation

schemes instead of elaborate transcriptional circuits containing multiple layers of repressors.

Such layered repressor schemes require multiple rounds of transcription and fast degradation

of the intermediate repressors. Because our system specifications call for fast response times,

such designs are inappropriate for the program presented here.

3.4.5 Actuators to reduce acetate formation

In order to implement working feedback in single cells, it is necessary for the output of

the program described above to produce molecules that lower acetate production. Many

genetic manipulations have been found to lower acetate production156 . These usually involve

knocking out genes that produce acetate (e.g. pta, ackA, poxB) or overexpressing an enzyme

that redirects flux away from acetate. Many of these manipulations, however, come with side

effects, such as slow growth, by-product accumulation, and lowered biomass. Here, I review

several mechanism and target molecules as potential outputs for the completed program

above. These mechanisms conditionally lower acetate production in the cell by directly

addressing the underlying cause.

Knockouts have been among the most effective ways of reducing acetate formation in E.

coli. However, no great tools exist in E. coli for conditional downregulation of native genes.

Recently, development of CRISPRi has facilitated RNA-based knockdown of native gene

expression in E. colis 7. CRISPRi uses a catalytically inactive mutant of the Cas9 CRISPR protein

(dCas9) from Streptococcus pyogenes to block transcription of the target gene. This is

accomplished by targeting dCas9 to the target gene using a short RNA containing a dCas9

binding motif and a sequence homologous to the target gene. This system has been shown to

lower transcription of target genes by >100-fold. This system could be used to target

individually and in combination the genes that drive acetate production in E. coli. These include
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the glucose specific enzyme 11 glucose transporter (ptsG), pyruvate kinase (pyk), pyruvate

dehydrogenase (pdh), acetate kinase (ackA), and phosphotransacetylase (pta).

Overexpression of several proteins has been shown to reduce acetate formation in E.

coli. The overexpression of acetyl-CoA synthase (acs), NADH oxidase, and the Vitreoscilla

hemoglobin (VHb) genes has been shown to be especially effective in reducing acetate

accumulation in a variety of conditions. Acetyl-CoA synthase is a native enzyme in E. coli that

can assimilate acetate directly acetyl-CoA and has been shown to reduce acetate accumulation

when ovexpressed 58. NADH oxidase (NOX) oxidizes NADH to NAD+, thereby shifting the redox

balance during anaerobic growth and during excess NAD+ usage of heterologous metabolic

pathways 59. Overexpression of NOX has been shown to reduce acetate accumulation in

productive cultures of E. coli. Vitreoscilla hemoglobin has been shown to reduce acetate

accumulation in microaerobic cultures of E. colj'60 . VHb is thought to facilitate oxygen transport

to the terminal cytochrome in the electron transport. Using the NOX and VHb genes as outputs

of the oxygen/acetate AND gate and using dCas9 downregulation of acetate producing genes as

the output of the glycolytic flux/acetate AND gate would create feedback on the respective

acetate-producing condition.

3.5 Discussion and Future Directions

Synthetic genetic circuits have long been confined to small "toy" systems that perform

arbitrary functions. Although these have provided an impressive display of the engineering

potential of biological systems and have provided insight into systems biology questions,

synthetic circuits have yet to be implemented at scale in industrial systems. Here, we develop a

prototype synthetic genetic program that targets acetate production in E. coli, an expensive

problem in industrial fermentations.

Development of sensors for this program provided a great challenge. Our ability to use

sensors highly depends on the availability of information about the sensors. The sensor

protein's specificity and sequence must be known and the operator sequence to which it binds

characterized. This minimal information then enables the screening of promoters responsive to

the sensor protein and the assay of its response to certain conditions. For the program
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presented here, we sought sensors for oxygen, glycolytic flux, acetate, and changes in redox

state. The redox sensor never proved fruitful. The oxygen, glycolytic flux, and acetate sensors

were eventually tuned to where they could be integrated into genetic circuits.

Much of the sensor development process included screening for promoters with

optimized response ranges. The fact that several native promoters turned out to be either weak

or nonresponsive was surprising. There are several reasons why the native promoters were not

seen to be as active as expected. Although we aimed to include as much of the functional

promoter region that had been mapped with DNA footprinting assays in the literature, these

regions might not have been sufficient to retain native promoter activity. For future studies, it

would be prudent to include sequences farther up- and downstream of the annotated

promoter regions. Also possible is that the heterologous conditions in E.coli changed the

function of the FixL/J protein to levels where the native promoters would no longer be

functional. Also, non-native concentrations of the sensor proteins might be affecting the level

of activity that can be produced on the cognate promoters.

The fact that we were unable to engineer effective repression with the oxygen sensor

was also unexpected. Repression occurs when a protein bound near a promoter sterically

inhibits binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter. Thus, the inclusion of an operator within

most sites on a promoter should enable repression of transcription upon binding by the

cognate protein. Even the promoters that attempted to replicate the DNA looping mechanism

of FNR repression showed no functional repression (Figure 3.2). Despite taking into account

what are relatively well-known mechanisms of repression in both the FNR and FixL/J systems,

we were unable to engineer repression in these synthetic promoters. This is perhaps a

testament to our incomplete knowledge of the details of the mechanisms of repression or

simply to the complexity of the molecular mechanisms underlying it.

Further refinement of the oxygen sensor measurements should include absolute

determination of dissolved oxygen via a probe. Here, we report the dissolved oxygen as a

function of the oxygen present initially in the headspace of the culture tube (Figure 3.3). It is

important to note that the injected oxygen is essentially a "batch" of oxygen, and that the true

dissolved oxygen concentration is continuously decreasing until it is depleted. Thus, the
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cultures run out of oxygen at different times; these times are nonlinearly related to the initial

oxygen concentration due to the change in growth rate and oxygen consumption as a function

of cell density. Because of this, the reported fluorescence values can be considered the

maximum possible values at the reported dissolved oxygen and more accurately reflect sensor

output at lower dissolved oxygen values. This experimental setup was chosen due to technical

limitations of the experimental system, which required simultaneous exposure of dozens of

cultures to varying levels of oxygen.

Several lines of work could be continued in an effort to complete the entire program

detailed above. First, a more robust assay for acetate production in different conditions could

be developed. The current assay uses 20 ml shake flask cultures at variable oxygen

concentrations and glucose release rates. Though this assay clearly shows acetate production is

a function of glucose release rates and oxygen availability, it is technically difficult, low-

throughput, and prone to large error due to repeated handling of the culture. Two

developments would enable more rapid and robust measurements. First, the acetate sensor

should be further developed as a biosensor to facilitate acetate assays. The current iteration of

the sensor responds to changes in sigma-54 concentration in the cell. It is also not sensitive

enough at pH 7 to detect very small amounts (<10 mM) of acetate. Currently, acetate is assayed

either by an enzymatic kit or by HPLC. If the acetate sensor can be shown to reliably report

acetate levels throughout growth, it would greatly facilitate a high-throughput, plate-based

assay the output of which would be directly relevant to the acetate program. Secondly, the

development of a plate-based assay of the starch-fed growth curves would greatly help the

throughput and accuracy of the assay. A plate reader could continuously monitor OD600 and

GFP fluorescence. Variable rotation rates and clear plastic, nonbreathable coverings could be

used to alter oxygen concentration in each well of the culture. Additionally, the entire program

platform will be moved into E. coli MG1655, a K-12 strain. Here, I use E. coli BL21AgInL, a B

strain of E. coli that has been shown to consistently produce less acetate than MG165516'. By

switching to MG1655, also an industrially used strain, more acetate will be produced, enabling

faster tuning of the program.
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The glycolytic flux sensor will be further improved by promoter optimization. By

facilitating chip-synthesized oligo libraries to construct a large library of rationally-designed

glycolytic flux promoters, we aim to discover and characterize improved promoters with lower

detection thresholds and dynamic ranges. If successful, this approach will yield not only an

improved glycolytic flux sensor but a generalizable methodology for engineering sensor

promoters in high-throughput.

Each design for the finished program above will probably require tuning to respond in

the relevant ranges of metabolites. This will be done by random mutagenesis of the RBS's

driving the functional proteins or the incorporation of new, improved promoters. Following

construction and testing, the most functional program will be validated by sensing physiological

production of acetate under anaerobic and aerobic acetogenesis. Finally, actuators will be

integrated into the functioning program to feedback on the acetogenic conditions.
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4. Genetic Circuit Performance under Conditions Relevant for

Industrial Bioreactors

This chapter is reprinted (adapted) with permission from Moser, F., Broers, N.J., Hartmans, S.,

Tamsir, A., Kerkman, R., Roubos, J.A., Bovenberg, R., and C.A. Voigt. Genetic Circuit

Performance under Conditions Relevant for Industrial Bioreactors. ACS Synthetic Biology 1: 555-

564 (2012). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

4.1 Abstract

Synthetic genetic programs promise to enable novel applications in industrial processes.

For such applications, the genetic circuits that compose programs will require fidelity in varying

and complex environments. In this work, we report the performance of two synthetic circuits in

Escherichia coli under industrially relevant conditions, including the selection of media, strain,

and growth rate. We test and compare two transcriptional circuits: an AND and a NOR gate. In

E. coli DH10B, the AND gate is inactive in minimal media; activity can be rescued by

supplementing the media and transferring the gate into the industrial strain E. coli DS68637

where normal function is observed in minimal media. In contrast, the NOR gate is robust to

media composition and functions similarly in both strains. The AND gate is evaluated at three

stages of early scale-up: 100 ml shake-flask experiments, a 1 ml MTP microreactor, and a 10 L

bioreactor. A reference plasmid that constitutively produces a GFP reporter is used to make

comparisons of circuit performance across conditions. The AND gate function is quantitatively

different at each scale. The output deteriorates late in fermentation after the shift from

exponential to constant feed rates, which induces rapid resource depletion and changes in

growth rate. In addition, one of the output states of the AND gate failed in the bioreactor,

effectively making it only responsive to a single input. Finally, cells carrying the AND gate show

considerably less accumulation of biomass. Overall, these results highlight challenges and

suggest modified strategies for developing and characterizing genetic circuits that function

reliably during fermentation.
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4.2 Introduction

There are many potential applications for synthetic genetic programs in biotechnology.

One such application is in the development of intracellular controllers for metabolic pathways

that integrate environmental and cellular signals, control expression dynamics, and implement

feedback loops162 ,163. Such controllers would require multiple circuit modules that can

accurately integrate across the complex and dynamic environment of an industrial bioreactor.

Many programs that integrate environmental signals and control the dynamics of gene

expression have been constructed164 . However, they have only been shown to operate under

ideal, homogeneous conditions at small scaless 166"67' 168

The conditions experienced by cells in large industrial bioreactors are different from

those used to characterize circuits in most synthetic biology labs169. In bioreactors, cells are

grown to high cell densities in oxygen- or carbon-limited conditions 70,,. Fermentation

times can be long and the cells are maintained at low growth rates for extended times. Over

the course of fermentation, the metabolic state of the cells goes through phases with different

availability of metabolites, redox equivalents, transcription and translation factors, and global
174,175,176,177regulatory proteins ' 's,,. Additionally, not all cells in a large bioreactor are experiencing

the same microenvironment due to slow mixing times, causing aeration and local substrate

gradients178 '179 . The E. coli strains themselves have been optimized for industrial production

and are genetically different to those commonly used in synthetic biology'80 .

Programs consist of genetic sensors and circuits that have been connected to perform a

computational operation. Connecting circuits requires the selection of parts that match the

output of an upstream circuit with the input required by a downstream circuit 181 ,182 . Even slight

changes in circuit performance could require the selection of different connecting parts. This

poses a challenge when designing programs for environments that differ in conditions from

those that were used to characterize the individual circuits. Typically, circuit characterization

occurs under lab conditions in shake flasks and complex media. These conditions might differ

considerably from the conditions of a program's ultimate application. As programs become

larger, it will become impractical to re-characterize each circuit under the precise conditions of

the end application before constructing the desired program. Because the process of scale-up
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occurs in multiple stages, i.e., from shake flask to increasingly larger bioreactors, genetic

programs need to function reliably under the environmental conditions associated with each

stage without the need for additional genetic manipulation.

In this work, we compare the performance of two genetic circuits - an AND gate and a

NOR gate - in industrially relevant conditions. Both circuits were characterized previously under

lab conditions183,184,185 . The two inputs and output of both gates consist of promoters. The AND

gate is composed of three plasmids and turns ON when transcription of the Amber suppressor

tRNA supD enables the translation of a T7 RNA polymerase (Figure 4.1). Expression of both

SupD and T7 RNA polymerase can have adverse effects on growth. In contrast, the NOR gate is

composed of two plasmids and is regulated by two promoters that drive the Cl repressor, which

has been shown to be non-toxic in many genetic contexts. The choice of these gates enabled us

to compare two different circuit architectures that impart different loads on the cell.

The performance of each gate was compared across different environments. First, we

tested the impact of changing the composition of the media. Second, we compared the gates'

performance in the E. coli strain in which the circuits were developed (E. coli DH10B) with their

performance in a strain used in industry as a model for protein production (E. coli DS68637).

Third, we tested the performance of the AND gate during long fermentations and during shifts

in the feed rate. Finally, we tested the impact of the choice of RBS strength to connect a genetic

sensor to the AND gate during fermentation. Together, these results highlight the challenges of

implementing complex genetic circuits in industrial processes and suggest strategies for

building circuits for such processes.
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Figure 4.1: The Genetic AND and NOR Gates. The symbol, look-up table,
and structure of the genetic logic gates are shown. (A) The AND gate is

based on a variant of T7 polymerase that contains two Amber stop codons

(T7ptag). Only when the tRNA Amber suppressor SupD is transcribed is the

T7 polymerase translated and turns ON the output T7 promoter driving the
GFP reporter. The RBS varied in this study is shown in red. (B) The NOR gate

is based on two tandem promoters that drive the expression of a repressor

(C) that turns off an output promoter driving the GFP reporter.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Strains and Plasmids

Escherichia coli K-12 RV308 [Su-, lac X 74, gal ISI: 0P308, strA] was obtained from ATCC

(#31608, deposited by Genentech). The arabinose operon from positions 65,855 to 71,266

(Genbank #U00096) was replaced with KanR by the method of Datsenko and Wanner 86 . This

marker was transduced into the RV308 parent strain by P1 phage (BW28357). KanR was then

removed using the FRT recombinase encoded by the plasmid pCP20. The resulting strain was

constructed at UCSF to resemble phenotypic characteristics of the DS68637 strain used for

fermentation research at DSM. Replicates of shake flask experiments used the strain

constructed at UCSF, designated as DS68637t in this text. Tube replicates of shake flasks

experiments were performed in the Synthetic Biology Center at MIT. All fermentation,

microreactor, and initial shake-flask experiments were done with the original DSM DS68637

strain at the DSM Biotechnology Center in Delft.
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E. coli DH1OB was obtained from Invitrogen (#18297). E. coli DH10B and DS68637 (both

UCSF and DSM versions) were co-transformed with plasmids pAC-SalSer914, pBR939b, and

different RBS variants of pBACr-AraT7940, which together constitute the AND gate. The

different RBS variants of pBACr-AraT7940 were designated pFM159, pFM160, pFM161,

pFM163, corresponding to RBSc, RBSD, RBSB, and RBSA, respectively. To construct the NOR gate,

the strains were co-transformed with plasmid pCl-YFP and plasmid pNOR10-20. For the RBS

variation experiments, Top10 cells (Invitrogen #C4040-10; genetically identical to DH1OB) were

transformed with RBS plasmids containing a ColEl replicon bearing the promoter BBaJ23100

(www.partsregistry.org) and a downstream mRFP1 red fluorescent protein. The RBS's driving

translation from these constructs were identical to the forward engineered RBSs # 1, 2, 5, 6, 11,

and 14 (pFM169-174, respectively) from Salis, et al. (2009)117. The reference plasmid pFM46

(KanR, pl5a) was used as a basis of comparison of reporter expression. This plasmid contains

the promoter/RBS/GFP/terminator construct J23102/B0032/E0040/B0015

(www.partsregistrv.org) and is nearly identical to the Kelly et al. (2009) standard plasmid. Kelly

et al. (2009) used the promoter J23101 as their promoter standard, which is nearly identical in

sequence and strength to J231021 8 .

4.3.2 Shake flask and tube Experiments

Plasmids were maintained in shake flasks, the Biolector MTP Microreactor, and the 10 L

fermentations by culturing in 10 pg/ml chloramphenicol, 10 pg/ml neomycin, and 50 pg/mI

ampicillin. Culturing was done in 2xYT media (Teknova, #Y0167), LB media (Fisher Scientific

#R452322), or an in-house defined minimal medium (DSM). The defined minimal medium,

which was used in all fermentations and shake flask experiments, was composed of 0.5 % w/w

ammonium sulfate, 0.5 % w/w potassium hydrogen phosphate, 3 % w/w MES, 0.4 % w/w

glucose, and a proprietary mixture of trace elements. The pH was adjusted to pH 7 before

sterilization through a 0.2 pm filter. Yeast extract (BD #212750) and Bacto Tryptone (BD

#211705) were added to the defined medium as indicated by adding a stock solution of 50 g/L

that had been sterilized by filtration through a 0.2 pm filter. To grow the leucine auxotroph

DH10B cultures in minimal media, L-leucine (Acros Organics #12512-1000) was added to the
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media at 0.5 g/L, which was observed to be sufficient to attain maximal growth rates (data not

shown). Induction of AND gates was performed with 1.3 mM L-arabinose (Sigma #A3256) and

0.63 mM sodium salicylate (Sigma #S3007), except as noted. Induction of NOR gates was

performed with 1.3 mM L-arabinose (Sigma #A3256) and 100 ng/ml anhydrotetracycline (aTc)

(Fluka #37919).

For all experiments reported, E. coli cultures frozen in 25% glycerol solution at -80*C

were freshly streaked on plates of 2xYT agar and antibiotics. Fresh single colonies from these

streaks were then cultured overnight at 370C and 280 rpm orbital shaking in volumes and media

as noted. Both shake flasks and tubes grow cells in oxygen-limited conditions, so for simplicity,

all shake flask and tube replicate experiments are referred to as "shake flask" experiments. For

shake flask experiments at DSM, overnight cultures were grown in 20 ml of 2xYT media in 100

ml flasks. After ~18 hours, the OD600 of these cultures were measured and they were then

diluted back to an OD600 of 0.01 in 20 ml of pre-warmed media in 100 ml sterile flask. Shake

flask cultures were then grown at 37*C and 280 rpm orbital shaking. For AND and NOR gate

strains, induction occurred at the time of dilution. The cultures were then grown for 18-24

hours prior to measurement. For culture tube experiments at UCSF, all cultures were grown in

14 ml polystyrene culture tubes (Falcon #352059) at 37*C and 280 rpm. Overnight cultures were

grown in 3 ml of LB media and antibiotic and were diluted back 1:1000 in 3 ml of media after 18

hours of growth. AND and NOR gate cultures were otherwise treated identically as in DSM

shake flask experiments and were then measured by flow cytometry.

At DSM, OD 600 measurements were performed on an Ultrospec 3100 Pro (Amersham

Biosciences) spectrophotometer. At UCSF, OD600 measurements were performed on a Cary 50

Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian). Cultures were diluted with sterile water until the OD 600

fell between 0.10 and 0.60, the range across which OD 600 correlates linearly with cell density.

4.3.3 Flow cytometry

At UCSF, cytometry was done on the BD LSRII flow cytometer and the FACSDiva

software as follows. Samples of E. coli cultures that were to be measured by cytometry were

diluted 1:5 in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 2 mg/ml Kan to stop translation. A
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488 nm laser was used for excitation and a 510/20 emission filter was used to measure

Forward Scatter, Side Scatter, and GFP fluorescence. A 561 nm laser was used to excite and a

610/20 band pass filter was used to collect RFP fluorescence for RBS library measurements.

Events were measured at a flow rate 0.5 pl/s until 50,000 events within the E. coli cell

population gate were acquired. Analysis of the data was carried out in the FlowJo software

package (Treestar). The cell population was gated by the forward and side scatter to include a

maximal number of cells (>95%). At DSM, fluorescence was measured using a MoFlo

cytometer/cell sorter. During fermentation, aliquots of 8 ml of whole broth was frozen at -20*C.

These samples were later thawed and analyzed using the MoFlo cytometer. Upon thawing,

each sample was diluted 1:10,000 in PBS and then run on the cytometer. Fresh and frozen

samples showed no difference in scatter or fluorescense (data not shown). The 488 nm laser

was used for excitation and a 510/20 band pass filter was used to collect GFP fluorescence. The

data was exported and analyzed using FlowJo as described above.

4.3.4 Fermentation

Fermentation runs were performed at DSM in cylindrical fermentors with a total volume

of 10 L, an internal diameter of 230 mm, two small baffles, and two heat exchangers. Two R6

Rushton turbines stirred the culture. All fermentations were carried out in series of two or

three and were performed identically, except as noted (Table B.1). The initial 3 L batch phase

contained minimal medium with 0.4% w/w glucose, 1% w/w yeast extract, and 0.05% w/w

antifoam. A 100 ml shake flask culture was grown on 2xYT media and antibiotics

(concentrations as noted above) overnight and used to inoculate the batch phase at t = 0. A 3 L

feed containing 10% w/w glucose, antibiotics, and supplementary yeast extract as noted was

started after the glucose in the batch was exhausted, which occurred roughly 18 hours after

inoculation. The initial feed rate was initially 5.5 g/hr, was increased exponentially to maintain a

fixed growth rate, and stopped 42 hours after start, after which time the feed rate was kept

constant at 45 g/hr. pH was set at 6.8 and was stabilized throughout fermentation by automatic

feeds of 10% ammonia and 4 N sulfuric acid. Dissolved oxygen (DO) was initially 100%

saturation and was allowed to drop to 50%. Off-gas was analyzed in real-time by mass
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spectrometry. Profiles of the feed rates, pH, DO, respiratory quotient (RQ), and oxygen

consumption rates for the length of each fermentation are reported in Figure B.10.

The media for the batch and feed were prepared in fractions and contain the following

unless otherwise noted in Table B.1. Batch fraction 1 was prepared in a clean fermentor and

contained 10 g/kg yeast extract, 2 g/kg K2HPO 4, and 0.5 g/kg antifoam. Batch fraction 2

contained 4% glucose, 5 g/kg (NH4) 2SO4 , and trace mineral mix (proprietary). Batch fractions 1

and 2 were combined following autoclaving. Feed fraction 1 contained any supplementary

yeast extract and salts added to the feed. Feed fraction 2 contained 400 g/kg glucose. Feed

fractions 1 and 2 were combined following autoclaving. Antibiotics were prepared in 1000x

stock solution, filter sterilized, and added to the batch fraction only (Runs #1-3, Table B.1) or

the batch fraction and the glucose feed (Runs #4-10, Table B.1).

A computer monitored the weight of the glucose feed and the pH titrants, temperature

of the culture, and the air input. Temperature of the culture was controlled by a cooling finger

and a heat lamp and maintained at 37 0C. The dissolved oxygen of the culture was adjusted by

controlling the speed of the impellers (Min 200 RPM, Max 750 RPM) and a constant airflow.

Samples were taken immediately before addition of the inducers and at accessible time points

throughout fermentation. Approximately 50-100 ml of sample were taken from each fermentor

at each time point and analyzed. The samples were weighed and the amount was recorded in

the central computer, which adjusted the feed rate parameters based on the lost weight. Each

sample was then analyzed for culture biomass, OD 600, fluorescence, and pH. Three 3 ml aliquots

of each sample and the supernatant of each sample were frozen at -20 C for later analysis.

OD600 measurements of each sample were made in triplicate as described above. GFP

fluorescence of each sample was measured by flow cytometry as described. The dry cell weight

(DCW) was measured as follows. An aliquot of 10 ml of culture was weighed in a 50 ml Falcon

conical tube that had been pre-dried at 105*C for 24 hours, diluted with 40 ml of distilled water,

and then centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was poured off, and the pellet

in the tube was dried for 24-30 hours at 1050C and weighed. The reported DCW is the weight of

the pellet divided by the total weight of the sampled culture.
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4.3.5 BioLector Microreactor Experiment

A batch culture of E. coli DS68637 carrying the RBSB AND gate and the reference plasmid

(pFM46) were grown in the BioLector CC (m2p labs) instrument using a sterile 48-well flower

plate (m2p labs MTP-48-BOH). Each 48-well clear-bottom flower plate had a 1.0 ml

capacity/well and contained optodes for monitoring pH and dissolved oxygen. Automated

spectrophotometry monitored fluorescence of the entire culture. Culture density was

monitored by light scattering and is reported in arbitrary units. One colony from a freshly

streaked 2xYT agar plate was used to inoculate a 100 ml culture of the RBSB AND gate or the

reference plasmid. 1 ml of culture was then aliquoted into the 48-well flower plate. Each well of

inoculated media contained either no inducer, only one inducer (1.3 mM arabinose or 0.63 mM

NaSalicylate), or both inducers. Culture density, fluorescence, pH, and DO were monitored for

40 hours. Additional details of the microfermentation are presented in Appendix B.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Media Dependence of the Logic Gates

Media selection for fermentation requires a balance between productive growth and

minimizing the cost of components189 . Complex ingredients, such as yeast extract and

tryptone, can boost product formation but are avoided because such components are

expensive, complicate product recovery, reduce predictability of fermentations and control

over metabolism'9 0. To determine the impact of media composition on circuit performance, we

characterized each circuit in complex and minimal media in shake flask experiments using the

lab strain E. coli DH10B (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Impact of Media on Gate Performance
in E. coli DH10B. Media composition affects the
performance of the AND (RBSB) and NOR gates. E.
coli DH10B carrying the (A) AND or (B) NOR gate
were grown both uninduced (white bars) and
induced (black bars) in media of varying
composition. The media composition is listed
below the data. LB-Miller (LB) contains 10 g/L
Tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, and 10 g/L NaCl. The
other media is either unsupplemented minimal
media (-) or minimal media supplemented as
follows: 1 g/L Yeast Extract (1Y), 1 g/L Tryptone
(1T), 5 g/L yeast extract (5Y), 5 g/L Tryptone (5T),
1 g/L yeast extract + 1 g/L Tryptone (1Y1T), 5 g/L
yeast extract + 5 g/L tryptone (5Y5T). The output
of the reference plasmid pFM46 (dotted line) is
shown for comparison. All cultures were
measured after 9 hours, except the cultures that
were grown on minimal (unsupplemented) media,
which were measured after 24 hours. Induced
AND gates never grew on minimal media.

E. coli DH1OB is a common strain for genetic circuit development 91. However, DH1OB is

a leucine auxotroph and contains the relAl and spoT alleles, which are known to lower growth

rate, especially during nutrient downshifts192 193. In LB media, the AND gate exhibits a strong

64-fold induction (Figure 4.2A). However, in the minimal media the strain does not grow upon

induction (Figure B.1). When a small amount (1 g/L) of yeast extract or tryptone is added to

supplement growth, the strain grows to saturation, but no AND activity is observed. Activity can

be recovered by adding additional yeast extract or tryptone to the minimal medium. The

addition of 1 g/L of either recovers growth when the AND gate is induced, but comparable

activity to LB is not observed until 5 g/L each of tryptone and yeast extract are added.

In contrast, the NOR gate remains functional in all media tested, showing 76-fold

induction in LB that is preserved in minimal medium (Figure 4.2). Changing the complexity of

the media by adding various amounts of tryptone and yeast extract has little effect on either

the induced or basal states of the NOR gate. Furthermore, no growth defect is observed in
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minimal media in either the induced or uninduced state (Figure B.1). The shape and width of

the cytometry distributions do not change over these conditions (Figure B.3).

4.4.2 Gate Function in an Industrial Strain

E. coli is a common host for the industrial production of recombinant

proteins194'19s,191,197. E. coli RV308 was first applied to the production of insulin in 1982 and has

been used for the production of enzymes, proteases, and therapeutic proteins by Eli Lilly and

Merck 98. We examined the activity of the NOR and AND gates in E. coli DS68637t, a modified E.

coli RV308 variant similar to a strain used at DSM. Unlike E. coli DH10B, the AND gate functions

as expected in E. coli DS68637t in minimal media without the addition of complex ingredients.

However, the output of the induced state is reduced to 26-fold as compared to 64-fold for E.

coli DH10B grown in LB. The magnitude of the uninduced states is unchanged between media

and strains.

DH1OB/LB DS68637t/MM

-- +- -/+ ++ /+ +/+ S

NOR Gate

DH10B/LB i DS68637t/MM

' ' ' L 'D '2' '
Inducers

+/+ S +/- -/+ +/+ S
Inducers

Figure 4.3: Comparison of Gate Performance
in E. coi DH10B and E. coli DS68637 t . Gate
performance is measured in DH10B grown on
LB and in DS68637t grown on
unsupplemented minimal media (MM). (A)
The output of the AND gate (RBSB) is shown
for four combinations of inputs: -/- (no
inducers), +/- (1.3 mM arabinose), -/+ (0.63
mM salicylate), +/+ (both inducers). The
output of the reference plasmid pFM46 (S,
black bars) is shown for both strain/media
combinations. (B) The output of the NOR gate
is shown for four combinations of inputs: -/-
(no inducers), +/- (1.3 mM arabinose), -/+

(100 ng/ml aTc), +/+ (both inducers). In E. coli
DH10B, the AND gates were measured after 9
hours. All other strains were measured after
24 hours. The error bars represent the
standard deviation of three experiments
performed on different days.

We used a standard reference plasmid (pFM46) to compare the absolute ON and OFF

states between strains 99. The fluorescence produced by this reference plasmid is nearly
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identical across strains and media (Figure 4.3). While the AND gate function is preserved, the

magnitude of the output in the presence of both inducers (+/+) changes between strains. After

normalizing to the reference plasmid, this difference is determined to be approximately 7-fold.

This could pose a problem when connecting the output of this gate to downstream devices and

could require the selection of a different connecting part, such as a ribosome binding site of a

different strength.

The NOR gate functions nearly identically in E. coli DS68637t in minimal medium as in E.

coli DH10B in LB (Figure B.2). The ON state (-/-) of the gate only differs by 16% between strains.

Thus, the NOR gate produces a reliable output irrespective of the strain or media.

4.4.3 Connecting Genetic Circuits: Impact of Media and Strains in Shake-flask

Connecting genetic circuits requires that the output of the upstream circuit matches the

input required to activate the downstream circuit 200 201. A common approach to connect

circuits is to vary the ribosome binding site (RBS) sequence downstream of the output

promoter. A potential problem could emerge during scale-up when a strain contains a genetic

program. If the transfer function of the circuit changes at each stage of scale-up (i.e., is

different when measured in a bioreactor compared to shake flask experiments), then this could

require a different RBS to functionally connect it to a downstream circuit. If circuits were to

require RBS tuning at each stage of scale-up, this would limit the implementation of multi-

circuit programs in industrial processes.

In previous work, we analyzed the connection of an arabinose-inducible promoter to an

input of the AND gate202 . We tested multiple RBSs of different strengths and found there was

an optimal RBS strength to connect the input promoter to the circuit. Here, a subset of these

RBSs was chosen to encompass the transition from functional to non-functional gates (Figure

4.4). First, we tested whether RBS strength changes as a function of media and strain. Using the

J23100 constitutive promoter and RFP reporter, the strength of six RBSs was measured in the

context of E. coli DH10B in LB and E. coli DS68637t in minimal medium (Figure B.5). RBS

strengths were nearly identical across these contexts.
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The RBS variants of the AND gate were then tested for their ability to functionally

connect the arabinose-inducible promoter to the AND gate (Figure 4.4). The function of the

AND gate is measured for each combination of inducers (-/-, -/+, +/-, +/+) and this is used to

assign a "fitness" to the gate. While the magnitude of the output of the gate changes, the rank

order of the RBSs is similar. This indicates that while the magnitude of the AND gate changes,

the same RBS is optimal in connecting the input promoter to the gate.

0 5
AG, (kcal/mole)

Figure 4.4: Media and Strain Impact on RBS selection. The
effect of varying the strength of the RBS connecting the
arabinose sensor to the AND gate is shown. The AGt,, is the
strength of the RBS as determined using a biophysical
model. A more positive AGt0t predicts strong secondary
structure formation around the RBS, which correlates
strongly with weaker translation. Fitness scores the
accuracy and function of the gate in each condition. The
RBSs characterized in this manuscript are colored (RBSA:
green, RBSB: orange, RBSc: red, and RBSD: blue) and were
previously characterized by Salis, et al. (2009). The
calculated fitness is shown for the four RBS's studied for

10 different media and strains. The media are LB broth
(diamonds), minimal media containing 5 g/L yeast extract
(5Y, triangles), and unsupplemented minimal media
(circles). E. coli DH1OB was measured in LB and 5Y, and E.
coli DS68637t was measured in unsupplemented minimal
medium. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation of three
experiments.

4.4.4 Circuit Dynamics in a 1 ml MTP Microreactor

We tested the AND gate in a high-throughput microreactor to assess performance in

another context of industrial process development 203. E. coli DS68637 containing the AND gate

in different induced states was grown in 2xYT broth for 40 hours (Figure 4.5A). Differences in

the fluorescence of each culture were detected after 3 hours. After 15 hours, no further

changes in cell density or fluorescence were observed and remained stable throughout the

remainder of the experiment (Figure B.6). The AND gate showed partial induction with

arabinose (+/-) but was only fully induced in the presence of both inducers (+/+). This partial

induction is most likely due to leakiness of the Psai promoter in the absence of salicylate204

Correcting this would require a weaker RBS connecting the PBAD promoter to the gate. The

absolute magnitude of the output states was compared to the shake flask experiments by
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comparing expression to the reference plasmid pFM46, which also produced a stable

fluorescence per cell culture density in stationary phase (dashed line in Figure 4.5).
(A) _________________________

10 Figure 4.5: Performance of an AND gate and
Reference Plasmid in a Microreactor and 10 L
Bioreactor. Cultures of E. coli DS68637 carrying
the RBSB AND gate and a reference plasmid

' . .- - _--------- (pFM46) were grown in a BioLector microreactor

S10.2on a 1 ml batch of rich 2xYT medium. (A)
0 / Cultures were induced at time 0 with either no

~L inducer (-/-), single inducers (+/-, arabinose only;

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 -/+ salicylate only) or both inducers (+/+). The

Time (hrs) fluorescence, cell density, dissolved oxygen, and
(B) 104 pH of each culture was monitored for 40 hours.

The reference plasmid data is shown as a dashed
line. (B) The performance of E. coli DH10B

(+/+
carrying the RBSB AND gate is shown in a 10 L

103 bioreactor. Both inducers (1.30 mM arabinose
and 0.63 mM salicylate) are added at 42.5 hours.
The fluorescence per dry cell weight (DCW) is
shown for three fermentations in which the

32 L . L 70 amount of yeast extract in the feed is varied: 0
20 30 40 5 60 70 g/kg (squares), 20 g/kg (diamonds), and 100 g/kg

Time (hrs) (circles).

4.4.5 Circuit Dynamics in a 10 L Bioreactor

The AND gate was tested in a 10 L bioreactor under fed-batch conditions, a common

context for process development of industrial recombinant protein production20 s. Variables

that indicated circuit performance, including cell density, dry cell weight (DCW), and

fluorescence, were measured after sampling the culture every 3-4 hours (Appendix B). The

performance of the AND gate was first measured in E. coli DH10B cells (Figure B.6B). The

culture was maintained in log phase by exponentially increasing the feeding rate (Table B.1).

The cells were induced after 42 hours by adding both inducers. The AND gate in DH1OB only

functioned when the feed included a large amount of complex media (100 g/kg yeast extract).

Even the addition of 20 g/kg yeast extract to the glucose feed showed no activity when induced.

Next, the industrial strain E. coli DS68637 was used to characterize the AND gate in the

10 L bioreactor (Figure 4.7). As was observed in shake-flask experiments, the addition of yeast

extract was not required for AND gate function and did not affect the performance of the gate

(Figure B7A). The glucose feed was added at an exponentially increasing rate in order to keep
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the culture at a constant growth rate. Inducers were added to the cultures 20 hours after

exponential feed was initiated. The feed rate was shifted from exponentially increasing to

constant 45 hours after addition of the culture206. This caused the growth rate to decrease, and

cells to undergo a shift from a constant growth rate of 0.05 h1 to very low growth rates. During

exponential growth, the circuit rapidly turns on after both inducers are added and the ON state

remains stable. In addition, the population of cells is narrow and nearly all of the cells are

induced.

However, the circuit breaks late in fermentation. The cell-to-cell variability of the circuit

output increases, a significant OFF population appears, and the circuit is almost completely

deactivated by the end of fermentation. Plasmid loss assays show that the majority of plasmid

is lost by 30 hours (Figure 4.6B). The deactivation of the circuit correlates with the switching of

the glucose feed from exponential to constant. An exponential feed rate was started again 70

hours after inoculation to determine if AND gate activity could be rescued by restarting the

feed (Figure 4.7). No significant change in fluorescence was detected after reactivation of

exponential feeding, which is consistent with the cells losing their plasmid(s).

The alternative RBSs used to connect the input promoter to the AND gate were also

tested in the 10 L bioreactor (Figure 4.7). The rank order of the RBSs remained the same as

compared to the shake flask experiments (Figure 4.4); however, there are some differences.

Notably, RBSB and RBSc produce nearly the same induction and RBSD responds more strongly in

the bioreactor (~10x) than in shake flask experiments (-2x; Figure B.4). This implies that the

arabinose-inducible promoter is producing a higher output, thus requiring a weaker RBS to

connect with the gate. Interestingly, the fully-induced state of the RBSD circuit shows a biphasic

distribution with approximately 50% of the cells being induced. Those cells that are in the ON

state produce the same output as the stronger RBSs. Thus, when the weaker RBS is used, a

subset of the cells is able to properly function, but the remainder exhibits an error that would

propagate to a downstream device.
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Figure 4.6: Performance in Fermentation of
AND Gate RBS Variants. Three fermentations
of RBS variants of the AND gate in E. coli
DS68637 were performed. AND gate variants
included either a strong (RBSB, orange
triangles), medium (RBSc, red circles), and
weak (RBSD, blue squares) RBS, which
correspond in color to RBS's tested in Figure
5. These three fermentations were
performed identically, with changes in feed
rate and DO made as needed to match
growth rates of the cultures. AND gate
cultures were induced at 21 hours with 0.63
mM sodium salicylate (+/-) and then with 1.3
mM arabinose (+/+) at 24 hours. The feed
rate was exponentially increased until 45
hours and then switched to a fixed feed rate;
the dotted line marks the time of the switch.
Samples were taken at 9 different times
throughout fermentation. Dry cell weight
(DCW) and fluorescence of each culture were
measured at each time point. Fluorescence
cytometry distributions are shown for the
circuit in the OFF state (21 hours), when fully
induced (30 hours), immediately after the
shift to constant feeding (46 hours), and after
70 hours. For comparison, performance of an
E. coli DS68637 strain carrying the reference
plasmid pFM46 (S; black diamonds) is shown.
The reference plasmid fermentation was
carried out on a separate day and was
sampled at 20, 30, 47, and 68 hours after
inoculation. Data for this figure was gathered
from Runs #6-8 for the AND gates and from
Run #11 for the reference plasmid (Figure
B.7, Table B.1).
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of AND gate activity across growth conditions. To compare AND gate expression across
different growth conditions (shake flasks, 1 ml microreactor, and 10 L bioreactor), GFP fluorescence output of
the RBSB AND gate was converted to relative expression units (REU) defined by the Kelly standard plasmid (SI
Section VIII). This relative expression of the AND gate is compared in each pair of the following conditions: (A)
shake flasks versus 10 L bioreactor, (B) shake flasks versus 1 ml MTP microreactor, and (C) 1 ml MTP
microreactor versus 10 L bioreactor. The four different states (-/-, circles; ara/-, squares; -/sal, diamonds; +/+,
triangles) are plotted. The dotted line represents a theoretically perfect correlation between states. The shake
flask cultures are unable to predict the ara/- failure mode in the 1 ml microreactor and the 10 L bioreactor.
However, the 1 ml microreactor predicted the ara/- failure mode of the gate in the 10 L bioreactor. Data for the
shake flask cultures is taken from DS68637" grown on unsupplemented minimal media (Figure 4.4). The data for
the microreactor corresponds to the mean fluorescence of each culture between 10 and 40 hours in Figures 4.6
and B6.

The AND gate containing RBSB was tested by adding salicylate and then arabinose at a

later time point. The addition of salicylate alone is not able to induce the gate (Figure 4.7).

However, the gate is induced with arabinose alone (Figure B.7B). This is indicative that the RBS

controlling T7 polymerase is too strong and therefore the gate fails and is only responsive to a

single input. This implies that the optimum RBS has shifted to be weaker when comparing

performance in shake-flask and 10 L bioreactor experiments. This may be predictable based on

the microreactor data, where cells only induced with arabinose have an intermediate output

between uninduced and fully induced states (Figure 4.6).

Cells carrying the AND gate accumulate less biomass. The different RBS variants of the

AND gate yielded the following biomass accumulation rates: 0.49 g/kg media/hr (RBSB), 0.56

g/kg media/hr (RBSc), and 0.64 g/kg media/hr (RBSD). The rate of cells containing the reference

plasmid is 0.71 g/kg media/hr. Considering the reference plasmid as a control, a single

functional AND gate can reduce biomass by as much as 67%. In the microreactor, we observed
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a similar effect where the induction of the gates caused a lower final OD in the AND gate

(Figure B.6).

We used a reference plasmid (pFM46) to compare the magnitude of ON and OFF states

across strains and growth conditions. The data was normalized to the Kelly reference standard

and is reported as Relative Expression Units (REU; Figure B.9). The reference plasmid was also

measured in the microreactor (Figure 4.5A) and the 10 L bioreactor (Figure 4.7 and Figure B.7).

The fluorescence per cell and the population distribution is fairly stable over the 72 hour

fermentation, even after the transition from exponential to constant feed rates (Figure 4.6). In

addition, very little of this plasmid was lost by the end of fermentation (Figure B.8). Using the

reference plasmid, we calculated the output of the AND gate to be 0.3-3.1 REU in shake-flask

experiments, 6.1 REU in the microreactor, and 2.2 REU in a 10 L bioreactor (Figure B.8).

Therefore, while the circuit is functional under all conditions, the magnitude of the output

varies considerably. Notably, the AND gate fails in both the microreactor and 10 L bioreactor in

the same way. In both cases, the gate is non-responsive to salicylate and the +/- state is ON

when it should be OFF. In the microreactor, it is not a true failure as the +/- state occurs in-

between the ON and OFF states in a way that is analogous to fuzzy AND logic (Figures 4.5 and

4.7). The microreactor is better correlated for the absolute REU measurements, the early

detection of a failure mode, and measurements where carrying the circuit impacts the OD

(Figure 4.7). Therefore, it is a better method for predicting the performance of a genetic circuit

than shake flask experiments.

4.4.6 Oxygen Sensors Function in Industrial Fermentors

Because the oxygen sensors were intended for eventual application in industrial

conditions, we tested how the oxygen sensors described in Chapter 3 would behave in

industrial fermentation conditions. Typically, industrial fermentations use large scale (>1 L)

cultures, minimal media, carbon-limiting feed, and more robust strains of E. coli during scale-up

to production volumes207. These conditions are historically very different than what has been

used in lab to develop genetic programs and sensor modules. Lab conditions typically use

smaller scales (<4 ml), rich media, oxygen limiting conditions, and strains of E. coli with recA
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knocked out to stabilize genetic constructs and prevent recombination. To test how the oxygen

sensors behaved during scale-up from lab to industrial conditions, we grew three oxygen sensor

strains in similar conditions to those described above.

To test oxygen sensor performance in industrial fed-batch process, we grew the

previously tested FixL/J and FNR sensors in a 6 L glucose-fed fermentation (Figure 4.8). Cultures

were grown similarly to the AND and NOR gate circuits as described, except that the dissolved

oxygen (DO 2 ) levels were changed following beginning of the feed process. The DO 2, as

measured by an external oxygen probe, was lowered by slowing the airflow through the culture

and the impeller stir speed. DO 2 was brought from an initial 50% to 10% and then to 1% (Figure

4.8). The cultures were left at 3% DO 2 overnight, and the final DO 2 was brought as low as

possible to 0%. Samples were taken immediately before the DO 2 was changed at each point and

analyzed as described.

Both the FNR and FixL/J sensors showed a weaker dynamic range in the fed-batch

process than in the small batch processes in which they were initially characterized. The

working sensors increased their fluorescence output as the DO 2 levels were decreased by up to

4-fold (Figure 4.8). Even after the cultures were grown at 3% DO 2 overnight, which caused the

lysis of much of the culture, the fluorescence signal increased markedly when DO 2 was lowered

to 0%. Although the dynamic range of the oxygen sensors is smaller than in lab conditions, we

were unable to assess this accurately because the 0% DO 2 point was only assessed after the

culture had begun to lyse. Also, it is difficult to compare the performance characteristics of the

oxygen sensors in lab to those observed in the fermentor. This is mainly because lab assays

were performed at a single oxygen concentration and assessed at a single time point, unlike the

fermentations. Because the fermentations were assessed at several time points after changing

the DO 2, the EcFbFP reporter could accumulate in the cells to give higher values of fluorescence

at later time points than would have been measured had the DO 2 been initially changed to the

indicated level. Nonetheless, the oxygen sensors showed at least a 4-fold dynamic range at 1%

DO 2, and the approximate transfer function for the fermentation showed a similar exponential

increase in fluorescence as DO 2 approached 0% (Figure 4.8). The second FNR sensor could not

be effectively assessed because an external oxygen sensor broke during fermentation and
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confounded the true DO 2 values in the culture (Figure 4.8). Although further testing is needed

before definite conclusions can be drawn about the exact characteristics of the function of

these oxygen sensors in industrial conditions, we have shown that oxygen sensors are

functional in industrial environments and that they can achieve dynamic ranges sufficient for

integration with downstream circuitry. Thus, the oxygen sensors we have developed are useful

as input modules in synthetic genetic programs in industrial conditions.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of oxygen
sensors in fermentation conditions (A)
Picture of a fermentation setup used at
DSM to test the oxygen sensors. Critical
elements of the setup are labeled. An
external controller uses pH and oxygen
probes to detect the conditions in the
culture. When conditions begin to
change, acid/base feed and changes in
airflow and impeller speed are used to
adjust pH and dissolved oxygen,
respectively. Mass spectrometry analysis
of the CO2 efflux from the culture
enables real-time calculation of the
culture's metabolic activity. When the
culture is observed to become carbon
limited, a 100 g/L glucose feed is
automatically started. (B) The time plot of
the fluorescence of the culture of each
oxygen sensor shows that fluorescence of
each culture increases as the % DO 2 is
lowered. Because the culture was left at
3% DO 2 overnight, the culture began to
ferment and lyse, causing a decrease in
fluorescence. Nonetheless, when the
%DO 2 was again lowered to 0%, a rise in
the fluorescence was detected. This is a
strong indicator that the oxygen sensors
were functioning well throughout growth
in industrial conditions. (C) The time plot
of each culture's % DO 2 shows that the
FNR8 culture malfunctioned due to a
broken oxygen probe but that the other
cultures' % DO 2 is well-controlled
throughout growth.
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4.5 Conclusions

Genetic programs can implement computational control over cellular functions,

including metabolic processes. They are being applied towards: 1. controlling the timing of gene

expression at different stages of growth, 2. implementation of feedback, 3. transfer of process

control into individual cells, 4. consolidation and control of multi-step bio-manufacturing, and 5.

diversification of processing tasks amongst multiple cells. Accomplishing these goals will require

increasingly sophisticated programs based on the integration of many circuits.

A challenge in developing genetic programs for an industrial process is the variation that

occurs at each stage of scale-up from shake-flask experiments to production-scale

bioreactors208. Strains and pathways vary in their performance during scale-up and it is

expected that similar issues will arise with genetic programs. In this work, we show that a

circuit can fail (produce an incorrect computational operation) when moved from shake-flask

(uncontrolled batch fermentation) to 10 L bioreactor (controlled fed-batch fermentations at

relatively low growth rates) experiments. Further, this circuit exhibits variable responses in

industrially-relevant media and strains. To our knowledge, this work represents the first

example in which a simple genetic circuit constructed in an academic synthetic biology lab is

characterized in the early stages of process scale-up with an industrial partner.

Several efforts are underway to apply high-throughput fabrication to synthesize

thousands of genetic parts and circuits20 ,210. Increasing the throughput will require decreasing

the scale at which they are individually characterized, possibly even applying microfluidic

screens. A current challenge is designing those assays such that they convey the most valuable

information for their incorporation into varied genetic and environmental contexts. As an early

step towards this goal, it has been proposed to use a reference construct as a standard for

reporting promoter activity211 . In this work, we found an expression standard to be a useful tool

for comparing gate performance at each stage of scale-up and across industrial and academic

labs. We found that the particular promoter-RBS-reporter-backbone choice made by Kelly et al.

(2009) produces a reliable response in varied environmental contexts. By converting the output

to Relative Expression Units (REU), we could quantify a 20-fold variability in the AND gate

across environments and labs (an effect that could be qualitatively visualized by eye).
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The AND gate contains parts that are toxic and reduce the growth rate. This has a minor

impact in shake flask experiments using complex media. However, a notable reduction in the

biomass accumulation was observed in 10 L bioreactor experiments. This is particularly

problematic considering that desired genetic programs will likely require many integrated

circuits. Interestingly, the strength of the RBS connecting a sensor to the AND gate changes the

load, where those that yielded the best gates also caused the strongest inhibition of growth.

Thus, the optimal RBS has to balance circuit function and growth, a trade-off not previously

described.

The microreactor was able to predict one of the failure modes of the AND gate. In the

10 L bioreactor, the gate is not responsive to the salicylate input. This effect was previously

observed in shake-flask experiments when the RBS connecting the leaky Psai promoter to the

circuit was too strong. Additional sources of failure may have been that the PBAD promoter was

stronger or the translation rate of the T7 RNAP gene was higher. The observation of such failure

modes due to changes in promoter strength across conditions highlights the need for genetic

parts that are insulated from changes in the environment. Although design of such insulation is

not yet reliable, some design rules are becoming elucidated212 213 214 ,2 s

Neither the shake-flask nor microreactor experiments were able to predict the rapid

decline in output that occurs after the shift from exponential to constant feed rates. The E. coli

DS68637 strain has been observed to have a lower plasmid copy number 216 and plasmid

stability is a problem217, 218 . Indeed, one of the plasmids was rapidly lost after the shift and this

resulted in the inactivation of the gate (Figure B.8). Such evolutionary instability is a common

problem of the plasmid genetics, but it can also be hastened by the presence of toxic parts

within a circuit and can even depend on the induction state 219. As technologies for editing the

prokaryotic genome expand, unstable plasmid systems such as the ones studied here will be

replaced by direct-to-genome programming220.

In this work, standardized measurements are critical in comparing gate performance

across strains, growth conditions, and labs. The wider adoption of standards will enable the

more rapid determination of circuit failure modes. Further, it will aid the interpretation of

genetic part data gathered at increasingly small scales in fabrication labs and then applied to
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221problems in varied applications, strains, and environments . Even amongst projects within our

own lab, and in moving strains between UCSF, MIT, and industrial partners, we have found it

challenging to unify the "standardized" measurements made by individual researchers2 ,22 3.

Truly realizing the potential will require the development of large, dedicated consortia of

industrial and academic labs.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion

This work demonstrated the partial development of a synthetic genetic program for the

control of acetate production in E. coli. The experimental scope of this project spans the

characterization of basic components to complete circuit integration and performance

validation at 10 L scale. Together, this thesis represents a vertical workflow of the design,

testing, and validation of novel biological devices and programs. Future work will further focus

on the completed construction and validation of this program.

Due to the initial lack of characterized sensors for the conditions of interest, much of

this work revolved around the discovery, troubleshooting, characterization, and integration of

those sensors. The development of the methylation sensor in E. coli and S. cerevisiae served as

a useful exercise in the characterization and tuning of a novel sensor. For the methylation

sensor, a reliable strategy for improving the detection threshold of a sensor was to

overproduce the sensor protein. This eventually came with a tradeoff of a higher basal activity

from the cognate promoter and an increased metabolic burden. However, overexpression of

the acetate sensor's NRI protein did not improve its detection threshold and even repressed
224the target promoter . Overexpression of global regulators such as FNR and Cra was not

considered due to the systemic misregulation that is incurred when a global regulator's

expression levels are dramatically altered. Successful construction of synthetic promoters that

were more responsive than native promoters demonstrated that promoter engineering and

optimization were tractable strategies when developing sensor promoters.

The troubleshooting of the acetate sensor highlighted a significant problem

encountered when using fluorescent proteins as reporters of sensor and circuit performance.

The initial tested version of the acetate sensor showed a very weak (2-fold) dynamic range.

Later, insertion of an insulation element in the 5' UTR of the transcript greatly improved the

dynamic range to over 10-fold. Further analysis revealed that the RBS of the first version of the

sensor was simply too weak to produce measurable amounts of reporter GFP. Thus, the initial

measured dynamic range of the acetate sensor was "weak" due to our inability to measure its

true basal rate of expression. This was primarily due to limitations in our instrumentation.

Although cytometers, commonly the preferred instrument for fluorescence detection, are
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highly sensitive when optimized (>80 molecules of FITC equivalent fluorophores)225 , they still

require relatively high expression levels of fluorescent proteins in order for the signal/noise

ratio to be significant. This becomes a problem when assessing the function of weakly

expressed systems. Consider the following example. A sensor promoter has a basal activity that

generates 10 molecules/cell at steady state. Upon induction, the sensor upregulates

transcription by 20-fold, generating 200 molecules/cell at steady state. Unfortunately, the

cytometer can only detect >100 molecules/cell. Therefore, when 100 molecules/cell are

present (the sensor promoter is already 10-fold induced), the cell's signal is identical to the

fluorescence background ("white cell" levels). In our example, the sensor promoter is discarded

as having a weak dynamic range (2-fold), despite its desirable low basal activity and true 20-fold

induction.

To avoid such a mistake, one can use a stronger RBS to increase the basal number of

fluorescent proteins generated by the promoter over the detection threshold of the

instrument. However, overproduction of fluorescent proteins can be toxic to cells either

because of an incurred metabolic burden or direct toxicity of the protein226. Several fluorescent

reporters, such as EcFbFP used here, are very dim or emit in channels with high background

fluorescence. These proteins need to be expressed in very large numbers (1000's) to be

detectable above background, risking toxicity from overexpression. For systems targeting

improved yields of metabolites and growth performance, such as the program presented in this

thesis, this can be a serious issue during construction, tuning, and performance assays.

Alternatively, dual reporter systems can be used that enable enzymatic assays in conjunction

with fluorescence assays. Enzymatic assays, however, are difficult to do in high throughput and

require measurement of cell density. Another solution is to use more sensitive instrumentation,

such as fluorescence microscopy. However, this type of instrumentation requires advanced skill

to use and is difficult to implement in high-throughput.

All sensors used here were sensitive to changes in host metabolism. This was a

predictable problem, since all sensors depend on the production of molecules, which are

susceptible to changes in growth rate, resource availability, and ambient conditions (e.g. pH).

Constitutive promoters showed a decrease in steady state transcription levels at lower oxygen
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concentrations, suggesting that the output of the oxygen sensors was susceptible to metabolic

conditions as well as oxygen levels. Lower ambient oxygen reduces the available ATP in the cell,

generates mixed acid waste, and slows the growth of the cell, which in turn changes the ratio of

sigma factors in the cell. The acetate sensor's output changed as the cells were subjected to

toxic levels of acetate. Above 60 mM (-3.5 g/L) acetate at pH 7, E. coli BL21 showed slower

growth during response function assays, which correlated with a lower fluorescence readout

from the acetate sensor (Figure 3.5). Additionally, the acetate sensor's detection threshold

decreased and its susceptibility to acetate toxicity increased with the ambient pH.

The sensitivity of sensors to changes in metabolism can lead to false reporting of cell

state. Typically, the result is underreporting. Toxicity or lack of resources will lead to a lower

expression of the output protein. The attenuation of the dynamic range of the oxygen sensors

during fed-batch fermentation may be partly explained by the effects of scale-up. In the context

of a circuit, this may also lead to failure of connections (Chapter 5). This may be avoidable if the

sensor's dynamic range is large enough for any change due to metabolism to be only a small

fraction of the overall dynamic range. Another strategy to make sensors and programs more

robust to metabolic changes is to use components that require a minimal input from

metabolism, making them more robust to changes. The design of such systems would facilitate

genomic integration or low-copy plasmids, low levels of sensor proteins, and enzymatic

reporters that allow for low levels of output expression. The further development of

independent "resource generators , 227 that are less susceptible to physiological changes such as

sigma factor concentrations will also aid in making programs more robust.

The end goal of this work was to develop a genetic controller that could detect and

resolve acetate accumulation in E. coli. In the course of this work, several design decisions were

taken that deserve revisiting. At the highest level, we chose to work "bottom-up", first

developing the components, then integrating the components into the program, and finally

testing the completed program in the host organism. This strategy has advantages and

disadvantages. The principle advantage is that by characterizing components well, one can

more easily use those components in different contexts. This can also yield knowledge about

the performance of the component that will guide its integration into a system. One
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disadvantage, however, is that much time is spent testing these components in contexts that

may be irrelevant for their intended use. By first establishing the exact conditions under which

the final system would operate (i.e. a "top-down approach), one could better guide the

characterization efforts of components.

Complementing our characterization efforts with a "top-down" approach would have

had other advantages. When solving a complex problem, it is valuable to first establish a set of

experimental conditions that reproduce the problem and enable robust and rapid testing of

solutions. In our system, for example, the measurement of exactly how much acetate is

produced across a matrix of glucose release rates and dissolved oxygen concentrations would

have guided the tuning of the acetate sensor. This also enables determination of system

specifications and scientific testing of any assumptions regarding the mechanism of the

problem. Such an experimental platform would have enabled us to first test potential actuators

and determine their necessary expression ranges. In turn, this would have established useful

target specifications for the completed program. For example, establishing target specifications

might have shown that a 4-fold induction range was sufficient for our sensors. Therefore,

tuning the sensors to >10-fold induction would have been unnecessary. By first determining

target specifications, efforts to build a system can therefore be more efficiently focused.

Exclusive use of orthogonal systems would also have averted some problems.

Orthogonal systems, by definition, are specific only to their cognate promoters, substrates, and

binding partners and generally do not interact with native regulation. They therefore do not

depend on host resources (e.g. sigma factors) and are more robust to changes in host

physiology. The FNR oxygen sensor was not developed further in part because it made use of

the FNR global regulator in E. coli, the expression and free concentration of which changes over

growth phases and ambient conditions. Although this is also true of the Cra global regulator

used to sense glycolytic flux, no other glycolytic flux sensors were available. Unfortunately, we

were often limited by the availability of functional, well-understood sensor modules. Even

when well-characterized, orthogonal modules are available, there is no guarantee that they will

be functional following their transfer to a new organism. For example, we attempted using the

Rex redox sensor from gram(+) bacteria in E. coli. After extensive testing, this protein's
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response was never inducible, despite evidence that it was expressed and could functionally

repress transcription from target promoters in E. co/i 228 and was functional in mammalian

cells2 29. When well-characterized, orthogonal modules are unavailable, it takes considerable

effort to discover and develop them.

Complex genetic programs, though conceptually powerful, are currently difficult to

implement. The DNA construction alone for the work presented here occupied the majority of

the physical work and time and resulted in the use of over 1100 oligonucleotides to create 504

novel plasmids and 636 strains of E. coli. The troubleshooting and tuning required before the

prototype in Chapter 3 was working took five months from initial testing to the final positive

result. As such, the development of complex genetic programs is at the moment still a cottage

industry, relying on highly trained and skilled artisans to piece together ad hoc designs. As

systematic, high-throughput DNA synthesis and construction and computational tool come

online, biological engineers will spend more time designing genetic systems and less time

constructing them. This shift will lead to greater need for design tools and well-characterized

parts. Thus, the current efforts at producing large collections of well-characterized parts and

computational tools by which to assemble them will increasingly facilitate the design and

assembly of complex genetic programs. As complex genetic programs become a more tractable

solution to complex problems, the value proposition of synthetic biology will become more fully

realized.
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A. Supporting Information for Chapter 2

A.1 Cytometry fluorescence distributions

The responses of the E. coli and S. cerevisiae sensors to Mel were assessed by flow

cytometry. Figure A.1 shows the fluorescence distributions of the E. coli strains carrying the

sensor plasmid pFM45 in response to methyl iodide. The E. coli MG1655Aada strain has the ada

gene knocked out and therefore shows no response to methyl iodide. The wild-type E. coli

MG1655 populations induce with a bimodal response near the switch point, a behavior that is

characteristic of systems containing a genetic positive feedback loop. Interestingly, this bimodal

character is lost when additional Ada is expressed from a plasmid (pFM141) at all levels of

induction. The behavior of the pFM45 sensor in the strain lacking pFM141 is consistent across

all concentrations of arabinose. The presence of pFM141 in the MG1655Llada strain without

arabinose induction is sufficient to rescue activity of the sensor, indicating leakage from the

PBAD promoter. Additional expression of Ada from pFM141 via the induction of the arabinose-

inducible PBAD promoter lowers the detection threshold of the sensor. High levels of Ada

expression raise the basal leakage of the output promoter, which lowers the dynamic range of

the sensor.

S. cerevisiae sensors showed a much lower dynamic range and less cooperativity than

the E. coli response (Figure A.2). The response to Mel was dependent on the presence and

number of Ada operators in the Cyci promoter driving the EGFP reporter. The yeast sensors

also showed a much higher basal activity than the E. coli sensors.
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+ pFM45
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Figure A.1: Cytometry distributions of the E. coil methylation sensor strains in response to Mel. Shown

are the cytometry data for transfer functions of E. coli strains MG1655 and MG1655Aada carrying the sensor

plasmid pFM45 exposed to Mel. Each strain carrying pFM45 is also shown carrying the plasmid pFM141, which

expresses the Ada protein from an arabinose-inducible PBAD promoter. Arabinose was added to the cultures

represented in the top (0 mM), middle (1 mM), and bottom (10 mM) rows of squares containing cytometry

histograms, respectively. The amount of Mel added to each culture, from bottom-most histogram in each

square to the top-most, is as follows: 0, 6x10 3 , 1.6x10 2 , 3.9x1O- 2, 9.8x10-2, 2.4x101 , 6.1x10', 1.5, and 9.5 mM.

This data corresponds to the data in Figure 3C and 3D.
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Figure A.2: Cytometry distributions of the S. cerevisiae methylation sensor in response to Mel. Shown are
the cytometry data for transfer functions of S. cerevisiae sensor strains POx.c I PAdhl, P1x.cyc 1 I PAdhl, P3x.Cyc I PAdhi,
Px.CycI PAdhj, and P8x.Cyc I Pcycl in response to Mel. The amount of Mel added to each culture, from bottom-most
histogram in each square to the top-most, is as follows: 0, 2.8x10-2, 6.4x10-2, 1.5x10~1, 3.4x10~1, 7.8x10~1, 1.8,
4.1, and 9.5 mM. This data corresponds to the data in Figure 4C and 4D, which reports the average of the
geometric means for three different fluorescence distributions.

A.2 Toxicity of alkylating agents on E. coli and S. cerevisiae

Both sensors responded to methyl iodide (Mel), methyl methane sulfonate (MMS),

dimethyl sulfate (DMS), and 1-methyl-3-nitro-1-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG). The toxic effects of

these agents were evident in the cytometry distributions (Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3). At toxic

concentrations, the population distribution widened considerably and lost fluorescence.

The toxicity of Mel, MMS, DMS, and MNNG on E. coli and S. cerevisiae strains containing

methylation sensors was assessed and the LD 50 of each alkylating agent was determined (Figure

9). E. coil is more robust to growth defects than S. cerevisiae at the same concentrations of
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alkylating agent. No difference in toxicity was observed between wild-type MG1655 and

MG1655 with the Aada mutation. Overproduction of the Ada protein in E. coli did not

significantly reduce the toxicity of any alkylating agents. Higher levels of N-Ada-Gal4 production

the yeast sensor strain also did not reduce the toxicity in that strain.

x
+ MMS E

x

+ MGS E

x
"MNNG E

E. coli MG1655 + pFM45

101 102 103 10 10
Fluorescence (au)

S. cerevisiae P I P hl

101 102 103 104 105
Fluorescence (au)

Figure A.3: Cytometry distributions
of E. coil and S. cerevisiae
methylation sensors in response to
MMS, DMS, and MNNG. E. coli
MG1655 carrying plasmid pFM45
and S. cerevisiae strain Psx.cyc1IPAdh1
were exposed to MMS, DMS, and
MNNG as described in the methods.
The amount of MMS and DMS
added to each culture, from
bottom-most histogram in each
square to the top-most, is as
follows: 0, 1.2x10-, 2.7x10~2,
6.4x10 , 1.5x10', 3.4x10 , 7.8x10~,
1.8, 4.1, and 9.5 mM. The amount of
MNNG added was as follows: 0,

-4 -3 -3 -21.6xl0 , 2.3x10 , 5.2x10 , 1.2x10,
2.8x10 , 6.4x102 , 1.5x10', 3.4x101 ,
and 7.8x101 mM. This data
corresponds to Figure 5.
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A.3 GC-MS Standard Curve

We generated a standard curve to calculate the Mel produced by yeast cultures

expressing methyl halide transferases (MHTs; Figure A.5). To measure this curve, we added a

known amount of Mel into a volume of media equivalent to the volume in which sample

cultures were grown. Following addition of Mel, the tubes were immediately stoppered. To

allow the sample to adequately dissolve and equilibrate between liquid and gas phases in

conditions comparable to those of the yeast culture, the standard curve samples were shaken
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Figure A.4: Toxicity of alkylating
- agents on E. coil and S. cerevisiae

containing methylation sensors.
The strains were exposed to Mel,
MMS, DMS, and MNNG. The OD600 of
E. coli was measured 3 hours after
exposure. (A) E. coli strains include:
MG1655 (white square, dashed

10 lines), MG1655Aada (white circle,
dashed lines), MG1655 containing
pFM45 and pFM141 (black squares,
solid black lines), MG1655Aada
containing pFM45 and pFM141
(black circles, solid black lines),
MG1655 containing pFM45 and
pFM141 and induced with 10 mM

10 arabinose (red squares, red lines),
and MG1655Aada containing pFM45
and pFM141 and induced with 10
mM arabinose (red squares, red
lines). (B) S. cerevisiae strains
measured include: S0992 (no Ada
sensor, squares), Pox.cyc1 PAdh
(circles), P8x.cyc1 I PAdh1 (diamonds),
Px.cyc I Pcyc1 (triangles). The OD600 of

10 the S. cerevisiae cells were measured
12 hours after exposure. For both E.
coli and yeast cultures, all OD600
measurements were normalized to
the highest measured value of that
day for better comparison between
days. Each data point is averaged

, from three measurements
10' performed on different days. Error

bars are one standard deviation from
the mean.
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for 30 minutes at 300C in the same incubator as the MHT yeast cultures. To sample the Mel in

each tube, 100 pl of air from the headspace of each tube was injected into the GC-MS. Because

some Mel degradation was observed over time, all samples were injected 30 seconds apart in a

single long run. Each sample's Mel peaks, clearly differentiable, were integrated by the

software. The resulting counts were plotted against the respective known amounts of Mel to

generate the standard curve. The standard curve was re-run for each assay on each day and

varied widely depending on machine settings. The slope of the standard curve, however, was

consistent between days.

109
Figure A.5: Standard curve for GC-MS measurements. Known

10 0 amounts of Mel were added to sample tubes, equilibrated, and
measured with a GC-MS. The measured GC-MS counts of Mel are

107 plotted against the amount of Mel added to each respective tube.
0o A power law fits the data (R2 = 0.98) and is used to calculate MHT

106 production. The standard curve shown corresponds to the one
used to calculate Mel production from the MHT yeast cultures

105 shown in Figure 3A in the main text.

104
10-2 10' 100 101 102

Mel (mM)

A.4 Saturation model for Mel activation of the S. cerevisiae sensor

A simple model was derived for the activation of the sensors. In this model, the

promoter is activated by methylated Ada (Ada*) and responds instantaneously to a change in

Mel concentration. The probability that RNA polymerase binds to the reporter promoter is

given by,

(S)= CO + Kd[Ada*]n (Si)
1 + co + Kd[Ada*]n

where Kd is the binding constant for activated Ada to its operator, n is the empirically-derived

cooperativity, and co is the basal level of RNAP binding to the promoter causing leakage. The

rate of Ada activation is
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d[Ada*] = kmet [Ada] [Me!] - kdeg[Ada*] = 0 (S2)

where kmet is the methylation rate constant, which is irreversible, and kdeg is the degradation

rate constant. At steady-state,

[Ada*] = kmet [Ada] [Mel] (S3)
kdeg

Substituting Equation S3 into S1 produces

C0 +Kdkmet[Ada] [Mel]n

f +co+(K kmet[Ada] [ 1e] + c0 + K[MeI](
kdeg

where co, K and n are treated as fit parameters. This equation was used to fit the measured

response functions reported in the main text. The Hill coefficients reported in the Tables in the

main text were fit using this equation. The regression line in Figure 2.4A was also fit using this

equation and the data in that chart (resulting in co = 0.15, K = 0.056, and n = 1.8).
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B. Supporting Information for Chapter 4

B.1 Circuit performance and impact on growth in shake flask experiments

Figures 5.2 and 5.33 show the performance of the AND/NOR gates across different

media and strains. The corresponding impact on cell growth of these different conditions and

gate activation is shown below. Figure B.1 shows how growth is impacted by media for E. coli

DH10B cells. Both gates show higher final cell densities with increased amount of supplement in

the media, and the addition of inducers reduced growth for both gates. Figure B.2 shows that

this effect is present across different strains and media, though DS68637t grows to higher

densities than DH10B.

AND Gate

LB Min 1T 1Y 1T1Y 5T 5Y 5T5Y

NOR Gate

LB Min 1T 1Y 1T1Y 5T 5Y 5T5Y

Minimal Media

Figure B.1: Impact of the circuit and media on
growth. The data corresponds to the
experiments in Figure 2 and the media
compositions are described in that figure. The
final OD 600 of the culture is shown for (A) the AND
gate and (B) the NOR gate in E. coli DH10B. The
data is shown for uninduced (white bars) and fully
induced (black bars) cultures. All cultures were
measured after 9 hours, except the cultures that
were grown on unsupplemented minimal
medium (Min), which were measured after 24
hours. Induced AND gates did not grow on
unsupplemented minimal media (Min). The
dashed line is the mean OD600 of the reference
plasmid (pFM46) grown in DH10B in LB after 9
hours.
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Figure B.2: Growth of different E. coli strains
carrying the gates. The data corresponds to Figure 3.
(A) The OD600 of the AND gate is shown for four
combinations of inputs: -/- (no inducers), +/- (1.3
mM arabinose), -/+ (0.63 mM salicylate), and +/+
(both inducers). (B) The OD600 of the NOR gate
cultures is shown for four combinations of inputs: -/-
(no inducers), +/- (1.3 mM arabinose), -/+ (100 ng/ml
aTc), and +/+ (both inducers). The OD600 of the
reference plasmid pFM46 (S) is shown. In DH10B, the
AND gates were measured after 9 hours and NOR
gates were measured after 24 hours. In DS68637 t on
Minimal medium (MM), the AND and the NOR gate
were both measured after 24 hours.
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The data shown in Figure 4.2 are the geometric means of the fluorescence of a culture,

as measured by flow cytometry. The complete distributions are provided here to show the

variability in the populations. In Figure B.3, the population variability of the two gates is shown

for the uninduced and induced conditions. The ON state of the AND gate is very media

dependent, whereas both the ON and OFF states of the NOR gate are robust across media.

AND Gate

1 01 102 1a03 1 105

NOR Gate

161 162 103 104 105

101 102 10 1 4 105 101 1 2 103 1 4 15
Fluorescence (au) Fluorescence (au)

Figure B.3: Cytometry distributions for AND
and NOR gates in E. coil DH10B. The
distributions are representative of the data
shown in Figure 2. Each culture is color coded
for the media: LB (black), minimal medium
(light blue), 1T (dark blue), 1Y (purple), 1T1Y
(green), 5T (yellow), 5Y (orange), 5T5Y (red),
where the number before the letter refers to
the amount in g/L, T refers to tryptone, and Y
refers to yeast extract. The uninduced (-/-) and
induced (+/+) data are shown in the top and
bottom graphs, respectively.
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Ribosome Binding Sites (RBSs) of different strength were chosen to connect the

arabinose-inducible promoter to the AND gate. Differences in performance of these AND gate

variants was shown for shake flask experiments (Figure 4.5) and 10 L fermentors (Figures 4.7).

Here, the raw cytometry distributions are provided for the shake flask experiments. The

distributions show that the weaker RBS variants (RBSc and RBSD) often exhibit skewed or

multimodal distributions. RBSB is the variant that is tested in the shake flask cultures and the

microreactor (Figures 3, 4, 6, S1, S2, S3).

CO)

101 102 10' 1 6

+--CO,

101 102 103 104 105

Cl)

101 102 103 104 105

10' 102 163 104 106
LB

A +
10 1 103 14 1 0

101 102 103 104 106

101 102 103 104 106

5Y

+/+

101 102 103 104 106

101 102 103 104 106
+/+

101 102 103 104 106

MM

Figure B.4: Cytometry distributions of
different RBS variants. The distributions
are representative of the data used to
calculate the averages in Figure 4. The
gates were grown with either no inducer
(-/-), 1.3 mM arabinose (+-), 0.63 mM
salicylate (-/+), or both inducers (+/+).
DH10B were grown in LB and minimal
medium with 5 g/L yeast extract (5YE).
DS68637t were grown in minimal medium
(MM).
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B.2 RBS Performance is consistent across strain and media

RBSs are commonly used to tune genetic circuits and were used here to tune AND gate

performance. To test if RBS strength changes with different media and strains, we grew DH10B

and DS68637t containing plasmids that constitutively expressed RFP from different strength

RBSs (pFM169-174). Each RBS performed similarly across different strain and media contexts.

1.4 ' Figure B.5: RBS performance in different

1.2- 7 strains/media. A collection of engineered RBSs was
measured in DH10B in LB and in DS68637 t in minimal

: 2 1.0 - medium (MM) in shake flasks. Fluorescence of each

construct was normalized to the strongest construct in

: 1'- 0.8 - the series. RBS performance was consistent (R2 = 0.964)
across both media and strains.

Ec ) 0.6 -

' 0.4 -

0.2 -

0 '
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Norm. Fluo. (au)
DH10B/LB

B.3 Detailed microreactor data

We grew an AND gate and the reference plasmid pFM46 in DS68637 in a BioLector

microreactor to test gate performance.7 Relative culture density was measured by light scatter

and is reported in arbitrary units (au). Fluorescence was measured by spectrophotometry with

an excitation at 486 nm and emission at 510 nm. pH was measured via an optode that excited

at 486 nm and emitted at 530 nm. Dissolved oxygen was measured via an optode that excited

at 505 nm and emitted at 590 nm. Dissolved oxygen was maintained at maximal saturation to

maintain growth through carbon limitation. The culture was grown under 80% humidity control

at 30'C at 1000 RPM elliptical shaking.
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Figure B.6: Raw fluorescence, growth, and oxygen content of the gates and reference plasmid in the
microreactor. The RBSB AND gate and the reference plasmid (pFM46, "Standard") were grown in 1 ml batch of
rich 2xYT media in the presence of either no inducers (-/-), single inducers (-/+), arabinose only (+/-), salicylate
only (-/+), or both inducers (+/+).

B.4 Performance of an AND gate during fermentation

To determine the effect of yeast extract on AND gate function in DS68637, we grew

DS68637 carrying the RBSB AND gate in a 10 L fermentor with 0 or 20 g/L of yeast extract in the

glucose feed. In DH1OB, 100 g/L were required in the feed for the AND gate to function (Figure

4.7). In DS68637, the AND gate functioned without any yeast extract added to the feed, and

performed identically with and without yeast extract in the feed (Figure B.7A).

To compare the performance of the AND gate directly to a reference plasmid, we grew

DS68637 carrying the AND gate or the reference plasmid in a 10 L bioreactor. We induced the

AND gate in reverse order than in previous fermentations to examine the arabinose-only state

of the gate. The AND gate functioned fully upon only arabinose induction, indicating a failure to

carry out the correct computation. The reference plasmid maintained a fairly constant level of

fluorescence throughout growth (Figure B.7B).
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Figure B.7: Additional states of the AND gate in a 10 L bioreactor.
(A) Data from Runs # 4 and 5 (Table Si), the growth of the RBSc AND gate in DS68637 with and without 20 g/L
yeast extract in the feed (+YE and -YE, respectively). The gate performs identically in both conditions. (B) Data
from Runs # 9 and 10 (Table Si), the growth of the RBSB AND gate and the reference plasmid (pFM46). The
data for the reference plasmid (S) is identical to that shown in Fig. 7 of the main text. The AND gate is induced
first with arabinose at 22 hours (-/+) and then with salicylate 3 hours later (+/+). The AND gate was fully
induced after addition of only arabinose, representing a failure mode of the gate. The reference plasmid shows
consistent fluorescence throughout growth, even after switch to constant feeding. The cytometry distributions
of the AND gate resemble those from previous fermentations and show a multimodal distribution following
cessation of the exponential feed.

B.5 Plasmid retention in the 10 L bioreactor

In the 10 L bioreactor, the fluorescence from the AND gate declines late in fermentation

(Figures 4.7, B.7). The loss of plasmids is a common problem in fermentation. In order to

determine the contribution of plasmid loss to circuit failure, plasmid retention was quantified.

To assess plasmid loss during fermentation, we plated samples from different time points of
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Runs # 9 and 10 on selective plates (Figure B.8). At each time point, a sample of culture was

taken, diluted, and plated on 2xYT agar containing either no antibiotic, single antibiotics, or

combinations of antibiotics. Percent plasmid retained at each time point is calculated by

dividing the number of colonies growing on a selective plate by the number of colonies growing

on a nonselective plate at the same dilution.

The AND gate consists of three plasmids. The loss of any one of these three plasmids

would result in the inability to perform the AND function. By 48 hours, almost all cells assayed

had lost at least one essential plasmid (Figure B.8). The loss of these plasmids is most likely due

to the loss of selective pressure to retain the plasmids following fast degradation of antibiotics

at high cell densities.s The CamR plasmid (pAC_SalSer914), which expresses the supD tRNA, is

particularly unstable. This suggests that there is selective pressure against producing supD.

However, the reference plasmid pFM46 and the AmpR plasmid in the AND gate (pBR939b),

both of which produce GFP reporter, were stably retained through the end of fermentation.

AND Gate Figure B.8: Plasmid loss in the AND gate and
reference plasmid strains in the 10 L bioreactor.

100 .. Retention of the plasmids composing an AND gate and
'0 .the reference plasmid pFM46 were measured in E. coli

50 DS68637 at several time points throughout Runs # 9 and
' 10, respectively. The percent of cells retaining KanR

(squares), CamR (diamonds), AmpR (triangles), and all
.E 0 plasmids (circles) is plotted. The dotted line marks the

Reference Promo er time at which the feed rate was switched from

-.. 1 . . exponentially growing to constant.
.100

50

0
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B.6 Relative Expression Units (REUs) Conversions

In Figure 4.7, we use relative expression units (REUs) to compare expression of

fluorescent reporter protein between conditions. REU's are simply the result of multiplying the

raw fluorescence data produced by each instrument by a linear factor (Figure B.9). This linear
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factor relates the amount of fluorescent protein expression of the experimental construct to

that of a standard plasmid in the given condition. We use REU instead of the more widely-

accepted RPU (Relative Promoter Units) used by Kelly and coworkers because differences in the

plasmid backbones, fluorescent proteins, and regulation make calculation of RPU as defined by

Kelly et al. impossible.9' 10"' Instead, we use the relative amount of reporter protein produced

by Kelly et al.'s standard plasmid to compare expression levels between contexts.

To determine REU conversion factors, we measured a strain carrying a reference

plasmid pFM46 in parallel with AND gate strains in all contexts. In the first conversion step

(Figure B.9B), we normalize the GFP expression of the AND gate reporter plasmid (pBR939b) by

the GFP expression of pFM46. Because the raw arbitrary fluorescence unit reported by each

instrument is different, the initial conversion factor changes with context and instrument. In

shake flasks, this initial conversion factor (0.00012) is 1 divided by the geometric mean of the

fluorescence of the pFM46 construct in DS68637' grown in minimal media, measured at 24

hours. In the microreactor, the initial conversion factor (0.41) is 1 divided by the mean arbitrary

fluorescence of the pFM46 construct in DS68637 between 15 and 40 hours, the time period in

which the fluorescence signal was stable. In the 10 L fermentor, the initial conversion factor

(0.0067) is 1 divided by the mean fluorescence value of the pFM46 construct in DS68637 across

the entire fermentation. In the second conversion (Figure B9C), we account for some

differences between pBR939b and pFM46. Because effective comparison of expression can only

be done within the framework of the same fluorescent protein, we took into account the

contribution of the LVA (ssrA) tag on the GFP of pBR939b. The value of this conversion is

reported as the average ratio of the GFP fluorescence of pFM46 to J23102.egfp.LVA (0.082) in

DS68637 during exponential growth. Because the LVA tag dramatically reduces the amount of

GFP in the cells, we had to use a much stronger RBS similar to the one in pBR939bto achieve

measurable levels of GFP. Therefore, this conversion also accounts for the change in RBS from

pFM46 to pBR939b. One should note, however, that this conversion does not account for

differences in copy number (p15A vs. pMB1) or other differences between the plasmids. Finally,

we compared the expression of pFM46 to that of Kelly et al. using the average J23102 RPU to

J23101 RPU ratio reported in that work (0.86) . The final conversion factors are calculated as
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follows: for shake flasks, 8.46E-6 REU/au= 0.00012 x 0.082 x 0.86, for the microreactor, 2.89E-2

REU/au= 0.41 x 0.082 x 0.86, and for the 10 L fermentor, 4.72E-2 REU/au= 0.0067 x 0.082 x 0.86.

Dividing by these respective factors converts REU in Figure 4.8 back to raw arbitrary

fluorescence units measured by each instrument.

A)

Context: Conversion
Context: Factor:

REU8.46x106 au...

REU
2.89x10-2 au

4.72x104 REU
au
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Figure B.9: Conversion of arbitrary units into relative expression units (REU). The schematic illustrates the
conversion from raw arbitrary fluorescence units to REU. A) The table summarizes the final calculated
conversion factors in each measured context. B) The AND gate output plasmid (pBR939b) is measured in
parallel with the reference plasmid pFM46 (designated J23102.egfp to highlight component similarities with
other plasmids). The experimental fluorescence measurements were normalized by the fluorescence of this
reference plasmid. The boxed constructs were measured at DSM and unboxed plasmids were measured at
UCSF. C) The reference plasmid pFM46 was measured in parallel with a similar plasmid carrying a stronger RBS
and LVA-tagged GFP (J23102.egfp-LVA) to account for the effects of the LVA tag on the GFP expressed by
pBR939b. The promoter J23102 of the reference plasmid pFM46, which is identical to the Kelly et al. standard
plasmid except for the promoter, was reported to be 0.86 the strength of J23101. Due to the similarity of these
plasmids (only a few base pairs change within the promoter), this ratio is expected to be independent of
context. The calculations at the bottom reflect the corresponding plasmid ratios above.
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B.7 Variations and Parameters of Individual 10 L Bioreactor Runs

All 10 L bioreactor runs were carried out as described in the Methods section in the

main text, and any variation from this protocol is given in each series' section below.

Differences in media composition and fermentation parameters between each run are

summarized in Table B.1. Runs #1-3 refer to the experiments in Figure 4.6. Runs #4-5 refer to

data in Figure 4.6A. Runs #6-8 refer to the AND gates in Figure 4.7. Runs #9 and 10 refer to the

AND gate and reference plasmid data in Figure B.7B, respectively. Runs within the same series

(#1,2,3, #4,5, #6,7,8, and #9,10) are grouped together spatially in Table B.1 and Figure B.10.

Runs #1-3: AND gate in E. coli DH10B with different amounts of yeast extract.

purpose of this series was to test the AND gate in E. coli DH10B in bioreactor conditions

with different concentrations of yeast extract (100, 20, and 0 g/kg) in the feed. The addition of

large amounts of yeast extract to the feed required customizing some of the parameters of the

fermentation. To dissolve sufficient yeast extract in the feed, the glucose concentration in the

feed had to be lowered (Table B.1). Therefore, higher feed rates had to be programmed into

the control computer to maintain the same glucose-limited growth rate in the culture.

Additionally, the dissolved oxygen was maintained at 100% longer throughout batch growth to

aid in the growth of the culture. Additional ammonium sulfate and leucine were also added to

the batch to support growth of the E. coli DH10B strain.

Addition of yeast extract to the feed changed both AND gate performance and growth

characteristics of the cultures during fermentation. The AND gate functioned only in the culture

containing 100 g/kg yeast extract in the feed (Figure 4.5). Also, oxygen consumption late in the

run increased with increased amounts of yeast extract in the feed (Figure B.10). Although the

feed rates of all fermentations increased identically, the feed with added yeast extract provided

more nutrition per gram of feed. This is why the fermentations with more yeast extract in the

feed showed higher rates of oxygen consumption. In contrast, the culture with no yeast extract

in the feed displayed much slower growth in oxygen consumption followed by a decrease of

oxygen consumption after 56 hours (Figure B.10). These trends are most likely due to the
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availability of nutrients late in fermentation. When supplemental nutrients from the yeast

extract are exhausted late in fermentation, the culture is forced to slow its metabolic rate.

However, although oxygen consumption of the fermentation with 100 g/kg of yeast extract in

the feed continues to increase, the fluorescence signal of the AND gate decreases by the end of

the run (Figure 6B). Plasmid loss was not assessed in these fermentations.

Runs #4-5: AND gate in E. coli DS68637 with different amounts of yeast extract

The AND gate was observed to perform well in E. coli DS68637 without addition of yeast

extract to the media in shake flasks (Figure B.6A). To test if this functional independence to

media was consistent for fermentation conditions, we tested AND gate function in E. coli

DS68637 during fermentation with different amounts of yeast extract in the media.

For this fermentation, smaller amounts of yeast extract (20 g/kg) were added to the

feed, and therefore the glucose concentration did not need to be reduced. As a consequence,

feed rate was also reduced compared to Runs #1-3. Since E. coli DS68637 is not auxotrophic, no

additional supplements were added to either the batch or the feed.

Run #6-8: AND gate RBS variants in E. coli DS68637

To test if the choice of optimal RBS in an AND gate is consistent between shake flask and

fermentation conditions, we grew three different RBS variants (RBSB, RBSc, RBSD) of the AND

gate in fermentation conditions. None of the fermentations in this series contained any yeast

extract in the feed. The final feed profile was therefore different than in previous

fermentations, although it was identical to the first two days of the feed profile of Runs #4-5. All

three gates were first induced with salicylate and then with arabinose 4 hours later. More time

points were sampled so as to assess AND gate function more fully throughout fermentation.

GFP visibly accumulated in RBSB and RBSc AND gate variants only a few hours after full

induction. After 45 hours, the feed rate was held constant and adjusted twice. At -72 hours, the

exponential feed was again increased to test whether GFP production could be recovered by

feeding the cells.
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Run #9-10: AND gate and the reference plasmid in E. coli DS68637

The final series of runs aimed to compare the performance of the RBSB AND gate and a

reference plasmid E. coli DS68637. The reference plasmid (pFM46) consists of a strong,

constitutively active promoter (J23102) and RBS (B0032) driving expression of GFP from a p15A

origin, KanR plasmid. 8 This standard plasmid was expected to maintain approximately the same

level of expression throughout fermentation, with the only variability in observed GFP

expression due to innate changes in expression and metabolism. Comparing the fermentations

of the AND gates to the fermentation of this plasmid enabled us to normalize by these innate

changes in expression and metabolism and make a more informative comparison of circuit

performance. These fermentations were carried out identically to runs #6-8, except that

induction was done first with arabinose, followed by salicylate (AND gate) induction 3 hours

later. Inducing first with arabinose tested the alternate state of the AND gate and showed that

the gate turned on with only arabinose inducer.
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Table B.1: Detailed parameters of runs in the 10 L bioreactor

Run #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
Circuit AND RBSB AND RBSc AND AND AND AND RBSB Ref J23102

RBSn RBSc RBSD
Strain E. coli DH1OB E coli DS68637 E coli DS68637 E. coli DS68637
Batch 4 g/kg glucose+10 g/kg YE+ 4 g/kg glucose+10 g/kg YE+ 4 g/kg glucose +10 g/kg YE+ 4 g/kg glucose +10 g/kg YE+

5 g/kg (NH 4)2SO 4 +0.5 g/kg leucine 2 g/kg (NH4)2 SO 4  2 g/kg (NH 4)2SO 4  2 g/kg (NH 4)2SO4
Feed 100 g/kg 20 g/kg YE 0 g/kg 400 g/kg 400 g/kg 400g/kg glucose 400g/kg glucose

YE 250 g/kg YE/ glucose glucose
+250 g/kg glucose +250 g/kg +20 g/kg YE
glucose 2.5 g/kg glucose
+2.5 g/kg leucine +2.5 g/kg
leucine I leucine

pH 2-fold diluted 25% NH3 solution 10% NH3 solution 10% NH3 solution, 4N H2SO 4  10% NH3 solution, 4N H2 SO4
titrants
Feed Exponential feed profile during 60 h Exponential feed profile during 60 Exponential feed profile Exponential feed profile
Rate programmed into computer. h programmed into computer in during 60 h programmed into during 60 h programmed into

Based on p = 0.05 h1, starts at 4 g/h, table. Based on p = 0.05 h-f, final computer in table. Based on p computer in table. Based on p
feedmax 80.3 g/h. rate 45 g/h, duration 60 h (starts at = 0.05 h-1, final rate 45 g/h, = 0.05 h-1, final rate 45 g/h,

2.24 g/h). duration 42 h (starts at 5.5 duration 42 h (starts at 5.5
From 60 h onwards 45 g/h. g/h). From 42 h onwards 45 g/h) From 42 h onwards 45

g/h. g/h.
Time of ~ 48 hrs 24 hr 22 hrs 22 hrs (Salicylate) and 26 hrs 22 hrs (Arabinose) and 25 hrs
induction (Salicylate) and (Arabinose) (Salicylate)..

26 hrs
(Arabinose)

Airflow 5 nL/min 2-4 hrs: headspace aeration at 2 0-6hrs: 2 nL/min 0-6hrs: 2 nL/min
nL/min. >6hrs: 4 nL/min >6hrs: 4 nL/min
>4 hrs: submerged aeration 4
nL/min
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Figure B.10: Detailed data recorded from the 10 L bioreactor runs. Glucose feed is calculated and controlled by the central computer and monitored by
feed weight. Variation in glucose feed in Run #1 was due to a faulty pump. Molar 02 consumption and CO 2 production rates are monitored over time by
mass spectrometry and are equal when the respiratory quotient (RQ) equals 1. In most fermentations, the RQ stabilizes at 1 following the start of the
exponential glucose feed. The dissolved oxygen (DO) is monitored by an oxygen probe and controlled by impeller speed and airflow. DO is initially kept
near 100% during batch phase and then drops to 50% throughout exponential feeding. Variation in DO throughout fermentation was due to occasional
problems with the oxygen probe. The pH of each culture is monitored by an electrode in real time and confirmed off-line by an independent electrode
following sampling.
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